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Conditions Improv­
ed In Philippines:
Cowen
“The whole attitude in Wash­
ington toward the Philippines 
is one of substantial, improve­
ment, ” said Myron M. Cowen, 
United  States ambassador to  the 
Philippines as he stepped off a 
Pan-American plane in Honolulu 
last night.
The ambassador is en route to 
Manila from a short visit in 
 W ashington, where he conferred 
with state department officials.
T H E  REV ISED  attitude 
among Washington officials, ac­
cording to Mr. Cowen, is due to 
the complete betterment of con­
ditions in the islands themselves, 
“The Huk situation is getting 
much better, ” he said, “because 
with conditions better for people, 
there is no reason for them to 
turn to Communism. ”  
Asked whether he would at­
tribute directly the improvement 
in conditions  in the Philippines 
to U . S. aid, Mr. Cowen shook 
his head emphatically. “No They­
’re helping themselves. You bet 
they’re helping themselves. ”
The effectiveness of the Phili­
ppines armed forces has increased 
greatly, Mr. Cowen stated. In­
creased taxes have helped the 
government, while the minimum 
wage bill has aided the people 
greatly.
 “EV ERY TH IN G  is coming 
along nicely in the Philippines, ’ 
he remarked in  a general sum­
mary.
Mr. Cowen, former U ; S am­
bassador to Australia, was ap­
pointed ambassador to the Philip­
pines in 1949. Since that time he 
has been a confidant of President 
Elpidio Quirino, and instrumen­
tal in obtaining aid for the new 
republic under Truman’s Point 
Four plan.
When he passed through Ho­
nolulu in 1949, on his way to the 
islands, he stated that, “imminent 
war” with Russia was out of the 
question, because of the Atlantic 
P a c t.  and Marshall Plan aid to 
Europe. Last night he refused to 
comment on the war in Korea.
MR. COW EN was greeted at 
the airport by Lt. Cmdr. Lemuel 
P . Shepherd, commander, of the 
marine forc e  in the Pacific, Adm. 
A rthur W. Radford , commander 
of the Pacific fleet, -and Mrs. 
Radford.
Itagaki Quits 
Retirement Bd.; 
Blames Long
Joseph R. Itagaki, former rep­
resentative and unwilling nomine 
to the board of trustees of the ter­
ritorial retirement system, Tues­
day resigned his commission with 
that board.
The 5th district Republican 
and operator of the Kewalo Inn 
explained that his turn-down of 
the retirement system post was a 
matter of pride.
Mr. Itagaki was caught in the 
midst of a political switch. He 
had been nominated to the police 
commission by former Governor 
Ingram M. Stainback and was 
one of those whose names was 
with-drawn by Governor Oren 
E. Long the day he assumed con­
trol.
The  hew governor, in what
me observers termed a move to 
strengthen the Democratic party, 
took Mr. Itagaki off the police 
commission and substituted the 
name of Dan Aoki, a Democrat.
“I DON’T FEEL Governor 
Long has been fair with me, ” Mr. 
Itagaki said Tuesday. “I felt my 
integrity was being questioned 
when he informed me of the 
change and I told him that I 
could not accept any post but the 
police commission, which he had 
led me to believe earlier he approved
.
“The governor told me then to 
think the matter over for a few 
days. F ive minutes later I got a 
call from the senate telling me 
that my name had been received 
as an appointee to' the retirement 
system.
“IF  MR. LONG had been 
straightforward with me and told 
me that for political reasons he 
had to appoint a Democrat instead, 
of a Republican, I  would be will­
ing to' cooperate, ” Mr. Itagaki 
added.
In a letter, delivered to  the gov­
ernor Tuesday, Mr. Itagaki noted 
that when he Was offered a choice 
 between the retirement system or 
the pr ison board, I “ told you that 
I could not accept either appoint­
ment in view of the circumstances 
surrounding my earlier nomina­
tion to the Honolulu police com­
mission. .  
“U PO N  LEARNING that, 
not-withstanding this, you had 
sent m y  name to the senate 
(Continued on page 3)
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Mayor, Board 
Beseiged With Pay 
Hike Requests
A. McKinley asked for pay hikes 
The mayor and board, who along
 with other elected city offi­
cials got pay hikes this year, are 
now being besieged with requests 
for wage increases.
Yesterday Mayor Wilson ask 
e d  that the pay of the chief en­
gineer, superintendent of build­
ings and city physician be raised 
10 per cent.
ACTING city Attorney Frank 
for himself and most of his staff, 
totalling $2, 580 more a year.
The Mayor’s administrative as 
knowledge or endorsement of his
Propose UN,
North Korea 
Chiefs Meet
CAPITAL SEES POSSIBLE 
SERIOUS  BA SIS FOR 
CEASE-FIRE TALKS IN  
GROMYKO MESSAGE 
W ASHINGTON — Russia 
told that the American and North 
Korean field commanders in Ko- 
should negotiate a cease-fire 
to end the year-long war.
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minis­
ter Andrei Gromyko gave this 
message, it was learned, to U . S. 
ambassador Alan G. Kirk in Mos­
cow. It was promptly relayed here 
for top-level Study.
Russia on Saturday proposed 
peac ngoti s between the 
North Korea.
l  r r t f i  peace negotiations bet een. the 
boss, asked th a t his classification "belligerents" in North Korea, 
be boosted from P -6 to P-7, Today, Kirk asked Gromyko  to 
The city must meet an estimat- identify these “belligerents. ” 
  $100, 000 in extra salaries or- GROMYKO replied that they 
dered by the legislature fo r  police were North  Korea, and the United 
Nations, and that the truce should
Matson’s Supper  Deluxe Liner S. S. “LU R LIN E” as she a p p e a re d  off Diamond Head Lighthouse on her voyage after her 
delay by the strike in San Francisco. Her sailing and arrival here are part of the activities of Hawaii.
C o l .  Britten New  Russ Tide Of 
Council  Acting Inspector  Accression Star-
USraPac  ting To EB B:
training of employees in industry   Lt. Col. John W. Britten has R i g w a y  
throughout the Territory was an- been named acting inspector  , 
nounce today by Emil Bilodeau, general of the U . S. army, Pacify T OKYO 
representative of the U . S. De-  ic, to fill the post vacated. by the 
partment of Labor.  death of Col. William T. Kirn
 Marshall ask Funds 
For New T. H. 
Projects
W ASHINGTON — Defense 
Marshall
The newly formed Council has 
been brought about through the 
efforts of four prominent train­
ing agencies in the community: 
the Territorial Bureau of  Em­
ployment Security, the U . S. De­
partment of Labor’s Bureau of 
Apprenticeship Division.
Its functions will be fourfold 
in nature
It will facilitate defense train­
ing in the Territory, malting use 
of all public and private training 
resources and the resources of 
labor and management.
It will advise, aid and assist all 
agencies responsible for defense 
training under Federal or Terri­
torial authority.
It will prepare and dissemi­
nate suitable materials and pub­
licity on the Defense Training 
program throughout the Terri­
tory.
It will act on special problems 
affecting defense training by 
bringing the problems to the at­
tention of appropriate and re-
 
beach is slated for an additional amount of feminine pulchritude
this summer with the  hundreds  of  mainland coeds that  are here for
the summer session lit the University of Hawaii. Shown above doing 
their part towards keeping, Waikiki interesting are, left to right, Betty 
Boss, Marymount college, Milwaukee, Wis.; Marilyn Morse, University 
of California  at Berkeley, a n d  B e t s yy Lowe, also from UC at Berkeley.
mendations for their solution 
where responsibility has not been 
designated.
The formation of the Council 
is actually part of 
movement throughout the United 
States to group facilities and per­
sonnel in preparation for defense 
mobilization, said Mr. Bilodeau.
He added: “I believe that the 
agencies concerned and this 
council are further ahead than 
many communities on the Main- 
land at this particular time. "
Many organization  in the 
community have already been 
approached by the Council and 
have promised complete coopera­
tion. Vocational and trade 
schools, high schools and  the 
University of Hawaii have of­
fered their support of the pro­
gram. ________________________
June 10.
Col. Britten has been serving 
as USARPAC troop information 
and education officer since his 
assignment to Hawaii in August, 
1949.
H E  IS A native of Pennyslva- 
nia and attended Pennsylvania 
Military college. Following his 
graduation he was a chemist 
with the Pure Oil Co. for seven 
years before entering active mil­
itary service in 1941.
DURING W ORLD W AR II 
Col. Britten fought through the 
New Guinea and Philippine cam­
paigns from September, 1943 to 
the end of the war in the Pacific. 
H is decoration include the Sil­
ver Star and Bronze Star med­
als.
Col. and Mrs. Britten reside in 
quarters at Schofield Barracks. 
They have two children, John W. 
Jr. 8, and Jessica E., 5.
56 Huk Rebels
Go To Homes
MANILA — Defense Sec­
retary Ramon Magsaysay receiv­
ed the surrender of 56 Huk re­
bels who came down out of the 
hills yesterday to meet him.
Military agents will screen the 
band for major offenders. The 
others will be permitted to take 
their families to the Mindano 
island resettlement  
yesterday with 410 persons in­
cluding some Huks. They are en- 
route to the Kornadel valley On 
Mindanao where farms await 
them.
Some of the passengers are 
former tenant farmers whose Lu­
zon rice bowl farms were des­
troyed in the Huk fighting.
Gen. Matthew B. Secretary George C.YO -  en. atthe  . S e c r e t a r y    
Ridgway told the Chinese Com-  asked congress today to appropriate 
munists that they cannot hope to  ate $66, 506, 400 for new military 
defeat the United Nations in construction projects in Hawaii, 
Korea on their own and th a t  Guam, the Philippines and the 
Russia will not supply what is.
needed to do the job.
Ridgway ridiculed any hopes 
of the Peiping regime that its 
“good friend and ally " — Russia 
— “has any intention of supply­
ing arms in the quantities neces­
sary to insure Chinese Commu­
nist success in Korea. He said 
Russia is afraid that a buildup 
of Red C hina would prevent 
“domination and eventual ab­
sorption of Manchuria by that 
friend and ally.  ”
The supreme commander paid 
tribute both to  the UN and its 
fighting team in a  statement 
markin g  the first anniversary of 
the war in  Korea.
“History may some day re­
cord that the crest of the Com­
munist wave of cold-blooded 
aggression was broken against 
the arms and the will to fight of 
the United Nations battle team 
in Korea; and that this menac- 
ing flood, reaching its high water 
mark on the Korean front, 
(Continued on page 4)
3 USARPAC. Offi­
cers Receive 
Promotions
Three United States army, Pa­
cific, officers recently received 
promotions, it was announced by 
that headquarters yesterday.
 
 A . P ierce Jr., execu­
tive officer for the 20th battalion, 
Hawaiian infantry training center 
and Maj. Lowell R. Eklund of 
the USARPAC comptroller’s 
office.
Promoted to major was Capt. 
Charles L. Rose of the USAR­
PAC staff judge advocate’s 
d ivision.
trust islands.
The request was part of a new 
$6, 561, 262, 387 appropriation bill 
to finance construction work at 
army, navy and air force instal­
lations all over the world.
MOST O F the funds would be 
spent within the mainland United 
States, he said. But he also listed 
extensive new projects -in Pacific 
outposts.
Guam would -get the biggest 
share of the Pacific funds with 
$25, 522, 700; Hawaii Would 
ceive   $20, 606, 500. The Philip­
pines would get 18, 605, 200 and 
the trust territory $1, 772, 000.  
BIGGEST SINGLE project 
listed for the Pacific is the pro­
posed new $12, 155, 200 communi­
cations station for Guam. Another 
major undertaking will be rehabi­
litation of Hickam air force base 
estimated cost of 
$10, 094, 000.
Summary of Hawaii projects 
Naval base, Pearl Harbor, 
commissary store  building- 
$825, 000.
Naval air station, Barber’s 
Point, additional aviation facili­
ties—$ 4, 185, 500.
Naval air station, Kaneohe, 
camp for one marine air group— 
$4, 205, 000.
N A V A L . ammunition depot, 
Lualualei, sewage disposal plant- 
$660, 000.
Naval shipyard, -Pearl Harbor, 
extension of building No. 9, weld­
ing facilities on repair basin 
quays; extension of fire   
tion ; drydock number two— 
$636, 000.
and firemen, beginning July 1.
In addition, city departments 
are making a last-minute attempt 
to boost the classifications of 
some of their personnel before the 
civil service classification board 
becomes extinct July 1.
IN  ORDER TO erase classi­
fication inequities that have deve­
loped from m any  sources but 
mainly World W ar I I 's drain on 
certain workers, the legislature 
set up a salary standardization 
board.
Appointed b y  the governor, 
this board will survey both the 
territorial and city-county posi­
tions. The reclassifications will be 
made retroactive to July. 1, 1951, 
and no . employe will receive a 
smaller salary than, what he was 
receiving then, according to law.
The city has no idea how this 
overhauling will affect the budg­
et. But yesterday supervisors 
adopted a resolution asking that 
the survey of city-county posi­
tions be done at the board’s earliest
 convenience so the added 
cost will be known before the 
1952 budget is prepared.
AN ARGUM ENT for increa­
sing the pay of the city’s profess- 
ional employers such as attorneys; 
physicians. and engineers, has 
been the fact that private indus­
try and defense projects are pay­
ing more attractive salaries.
However, -the city has not yet 
officially proclaimed the labor 
shortage to be in the acute stage. 
As a matter of fact, the board in 
one resolution adopted yesterday 
stated “it is deemed that the em­
ergency .... '. is limited in scale 
with no indication of definite 
shortage of manpower. ”
IT  TO O K  T H IS  position to 
save the cost of appropriating va­
cation pay  in lieu of a vacation 
when department heads felt they 
could not grant vacations. Act 
262 of the 1951 legislature pro­
vided that during the “emergency 
period” the  employe could be 
compensated for the vacation per­
iod not given.
Department heads were given 
until June 29 b y  the personnel 
classification board to make 
(Continued on page 4)
N a v y Invites Bids
On Construction 
Projects
The officer in charge of con­
struction, 14th naval district, will 
accept sealed bids until.  11 a. m. 
June 29, for improvements of air­
plane parking and warm-up area, 
at the naval air station, Barber’s
the installation of 
acoustical tile in a building at the 
 naval supply center, Kahua, Pearl
Hickam air force base, airfield: ,’ Additional bidding informa­
tion may be obtained on applica­
tion to the officer in charge of 
construction, located in Annex 1- 
C, Administration building, Pearl 
Harbor, telephone PH  29118.
be negotiated between their field 
commanders. American Gen. 
Matthew Ridgway is the UN 
commander in Korea.
Gromyko also said “represen- 
tatiVes” of the Chinese Red “Vio-  
uiiteers” should be in on the ne­
gotiations. This indicated that 
Gromyko felt that the Peiping 
government itself' should not par­
ticipate.
Authoritative sources in
Washington said the conversa-
ti6ns indicated Russia may be 
handling the truce negotiations 
on a serious basis. The Kirk- 
Gromyko exchange, one source 
said, ‘was “slightly hopeful. ” '
T H E SE  SO U RCES did not 
disclose all details of the Moscow 
conversations, but there was no 
immediate evidence that Russia 
is renewing its previous bids for 
Chinese Communist possession of 
Formosa and admission to the 
UN.
Kirk rushed a complete report 
on the exchange to the- state- de­
partment, where Secretary  of 
State Dean Acheson immediately 
started a two - hour conference 
With his top aides. These included 
Dean Rusk, assistant secretary of 
state for Far Eastern affairs; and 
John D. Rickerson, assistant; sec­
retary of state for UN affairs.
GROMYKO’S reply indicated 
the Chinese Reds are. insisting on 
the fiction that their troops in 
Korea are “volunteers. ” This, 
however, would not - preclude 
tarily”— to return home. 
Acheson has told the house 
foreign, affairs committee that 
withdrawal of the Chinese from 
Korea would be one of the best 
guarantees of lasting peace in Ko­
rea.
BUT TODAY he coupled it 
with a warning that if Russia 
and Red China agree to a truce 
in Korea and then violate it, -they 
would rik “very dangerous” con­
sequences. M ore bluntly, that 
meant such a diplomatic double-cross
 might touch off general war.
The United States and the 15 
o th e r. UN members fighting in 
Korea" declared earlier that they 
are ready to take part in negotia­
tions that could lead to a genuine 
and enduring peace. They in­
sisted, however, that the Krem­
lin’s cease-fire proposal be clari­
fied.
GROMYKO’S talk with Kirk
. is a step in that direction. Of­
ficials, here emphasized, however, 
that a lot more negotiation will 
be needed before the fighting 
ends-
pavements, fuel storage and dis­
pensing facilities, operational 
facilities, aircraft maintenance 
facilities, administrative and com­
munity facilities, utilities and 
storage facilities—$10, 094, 000.
CITY RENT CONTROL 
EXTENSION GETS O k  
The city government Yesterday 
extended for another year rent 
controls which were to expire 
June 30.
IN P ASSING the new or­
dinance on final reading, the 
board of supervisors cited a heed 
for continued regulation of rent­
als in view of the scarcity of hods 
ing accommodations.
THE PRECED ING  
DOCUMENTS HAVE BEEN 
REPHOTOGRAPHED TO 
ASSURE LEGIBILITY
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Conditions Improv-Itagaki Quits 
ed In Philippines: Retirement Bd.;
N E W  P E A C E  B I D  B Y  R U S S I A
Cowen
“ The whole attitude in Wash­
ington toward the Philippines 
is one of substantial improve- 
ment, ” said Myron M. Cowen, 
United States ambassador to' the 
Philippines as he stepped off a 
Pan-American plane in Honolulu 
last night.
The ambassador is en route to 
Manila from a short visit in 
Washington, where he conferred 
with state department officials.
T H E  R EV ISED  attitude 
among Washington officials, ac­
cording to Mr. Cowen, is due to 
the complete betterment of con­
ditions in the islands themselves. 
“The H uk  situation is getting 
much better, ” he said, - “because 
with conditions better for people, 
there is no reason for them to 
turn to Communism. ”
Asked whether he would at­
tribute directly the improvement 
in conditions in the Philippines 
to U . S. aid, Mr. Cowen shook 
his head emphatically. “No They­
’re helping themselves., You bet 
they’re helping themselves. ”
The effectiveness of the Phili­
ppines armed forces has increased 
greatly, Mr. Cowen stated: In­
creased taxes have helped the 
government, while the minimum 
wage bill has aided the people
Blames Long
"EV ER Y TH IN G  is coining 
along nicely in the Philippines, ” 
he remarked in  a general sum-
bassador to Australia, was ap­
pointed ambassador to the Philip­
pines in 1949. Since that time he 
has been a confidant of President 
Elpidio Quirino, and instrumen­
tal in obtaining aid for the new 
republic under Truman’s -Point 
F our plan.
When he passed through H o­
nolulu in 1949, on his way to the 
islands, he stated that  ‘‘imminent 
war” with Russia was out of the 
question, because of the Atlantic 
Pac t  and Marshall Plan aid to 
Europe. Last night he. refused to 
comment on the war in Korea..
MR. COW EN was greeted at 
the airport by Lt. Cmdr. Lemuel 
P . Shepherd, commander of the 
marine force in  the Pacific, Adm. 
Arthur W . Radford , commander 
of the Pacific fleet, and Mrs. 
Radford.
Joseph R. Itagaki, former rep­
resentative and unwilling nomine 
to the board of trustees of the ter-  
ritorial retirement system, Tues­
day resigned his commission with 
that board.
The 5th district Republican 
and operator of the Kewalo Inn 
explained that his turn-down of 
the retirement system post was a 
matter of pride.
Mr. Itagaki was caught in the 
midst of a political switch. He 
had been nominated to . the police 
commission by former Governor 
Ingram M . .  Stainback and was 
of those whose names was 
with-drawn by Governor Oren 
E. Long the day he assumed con­
trol.  
The new governor, in what 
some observers termed a move to 
strengthen the Democratic party, 
took Mr. Itagaki off the police 
Commission and substituted the 
name of Dan Aoki, a Democrat.
‘I DON’T FEEL Governor 
Long has been fair with me, ” Mr. 
Itagaki said Tuesday. “I felt my 
integrity was being questioned 
when he informed me of the 
change and I told him that I 
could not accept any post but the 
police commission, which he had 
led me to believe earlier he ap-
“The governor told me then to 
think the matter over for a few 
days. Five minutes later I got 
call from the senate telling me 
that my name had been received 
as an appointee  to the retirement 
system.
“IF  MR. LONG had been 
straightforward with me and told 
me that for political reasons he 
had to appoint a Democrat instead 
of a epublican, I would be will­
ing to' cooperate, ” Mr. Itagaki 
added.
In a letter delivered to the gov­
ernor Tuesday, Mr. Itagaki noted 
that when he was offered a choice 
between the retirement system or 
the prison board, I “ told you that 
I could not accept either appoint­
ment in view, of the circumstances 
surrounding my earlier nomina­
tion to the Honolulu police com­
mission. . .  "
“U PO N  LEARNING that, 
not-withstanding this, you hid 
sent my name, to the senate 
(Continued on page 3)
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Mayor, Board’ 
Besieged With Pay 
 Hike Requests
Propose UN,. 
North Korea 
 Chiefs Meet
CAPITAL SEES POSSIBLE 
SERIO U S BASIS FOR 
CEASE-FIRE TALKS IN  
GROMYKO MESSAGE 
W ASHINGTON — Russia 
told that the American and North 
Korean field commanders in K o-, 
should negotiate a cease-fire 
to end the year-long war.
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minis­
ter Andrei Gromyko gave this 
message, it was learned, to U . S. 
ambassador Alan G. K irk in Moscow 
It wa s  promptly relayed here 
for top-level Study.
Russia on Saturday proposed 
 peace negotiations betw een. the
boss, asked th a t his  classification " b e llig e re n ts  in  N o r th  Korea, 
be boosted from P -6 to P-7. T o d a y ,  Kirk asked Gromyko' to 
T he city must meet an estimat- identify these “'belligerents. ” 
e $100, 000 in extra salaries or- GROMYKO replied that they 
dered by the legislature for police were North Korea and the United
A. McKinley asked for pay hikes 
The mayor and board, who a- 
long with other elected city offi­
cials got pay hikes this year, are 
v being besieged with requests 
for wage increases.
 Yesterday Mayor Wilson ask 
ed -that the pay of the chief en­
gineer, superintendent of build­
ings and city physician be raised 
10 per cent.
Ac t in g  city Attorney Frank
for himself and most of his staff, 
totalling $2, 580 more a year.
The Mayor’s administrative as 
knowledge or endorsement of his
Matson’s Supper Deluxe Liner S. S. “LU R LIN E” as she a p p e a re d  off Diamond Head Lighthouse on her voyage after her 
delay by the strike in San Francisco- Her sailing and arrival, here are, part of the activities elf Hawaii.
Marshall ask FundsDefense Training Col. Britten New Russ Tide Of 
Council Acting Inspector  Accression Star-
The formation of a Defense  General, USraPac  ting To EBB:
training o f  empolyees in industry. L t. Col. John W. Britten has Rigway 
throughout the Territory was an- been named acting inspector   
nounce today by Emil Bilodeau,  general of the U . S. army, Pacif-   
representative of the U . S. D e-  to fill the post vacated by the
partment of Labor.
Kuhio beach slated for on additional amount of feminine pulchritude 
this rummer with the hundreds of mainland coeds that are here for 
the summer session he the University of Hawaii. Shown above doing 
their part towards keeping Waikiki interesting are, left to right, Betty 
Boss, Marymount college, Milwaukee, Wis.; Marilyn Morse, University 
of California at Berkeley, and Betsy Lowe, also from UC at Berkeley.
The newly formed Council has 
been brought about through the 
efforts of four prominent train­
ing agencies in the community: 
the Territorial Bureau of Em­
ployment Security, the U . S. De­
partment of Labor’s Bureau of 
Apprenticeship Division.
Its functions will be fourfold 
in nature:
It will facilitate defense-train­
ing in the Territory, making use 
of all public and private training 
resources and the resources of 
labor and management.
It will advise, aid and assist all 
agencies responsible for defense 
training under Federal 
torial authority.
' I t will prepare and dissemi­
nate suitable materials and pub­
licity on ’the Defense Training 
program throughout the Territory
. "
It will act on special problems 
affecting defense training by 
bringing the problems to the at­
tention of appropriate and re­
sponsible agencies, groups or 
individuals, or by making recom­
mendations for their solution 
where responsibility has not been 
designated.
The formation of the Council 
is actually part of a widespread 
movement throughout the United  
States to group facilities and   
sonnel in preparation for defense 
mobilization, said Mr. Bilodeau.
H e added: “I believe that the 
agencies concerned and this 
council are further ahead than 
many communities on the Main­
land at this particular time. ” 
Many organizations' in the 
"community halve already been 
 approached by the Council and 
h a v e  promised complete cooperation
. Vocational and trade 
 schools, high, schools and the 
 University o f  Hawaii have of­
fered their support of the pro
gram.
death of Col. William T. Kim 
June 10.
Col. Britten has been, serving 
as USARPAC troop information 
and education officer since his 
assignment to Hawaii in August; 
1949.
H E  IS A native of Pennyslva-
nia and attended Pennsylvania 
Military college. Following his 
graduation he was a chemist 
with the Pure Oil Co. for seven 
years before entering active mil­
itary service in 1941.
DURING W ORLD WAR II  
Col. Britten fought through the 
New Guinea and Philippine cam­
paigns from September, 1943 to 
 the end of the war in the Pacific. 
 His decoration include the Sil­
ver Star and Bronze Star med­
als. 
Col. and Mrs. Britten reside in 
quarters a t Schofield Barracks 
They have two children, John W'. 
Jr.. 8, and Jessica E., 5.
56 Huk Rebels 
Surrender; Some
Go To Homes
MANILA — Defense Sec­
retary Ramon Magsaysay receiv­
ed the surrender of 56
hills yesterday to m eet him.
Military agents will screen the 
band fo r  major offenders. The 
others will be permitted to take 
their families to the Mindanao 
island resettlement project.
Two sm all ships left Manila 
yesterday w ith 410  persons in- 
cluding some Huks. They are en- 
route to the Kornadel valley on  
Mindanao where farms await 
them.
Some of the passengers are 
former tenant fanners whose Lu­
zon rice bowl farms were des­
troyed in the Huk fighting.
TOKYO — Gen. Matthew B. 
Ridgway, told the Chinese Com-
For New T. H
Projects
W ASHINGTON — Defense 
Secretary George C. Marshall 
Ridgway  told the hinese o - asked congress today to appropri- 
munists that they cannot hope to ate $66, 506, 400 for new military
the U n ited  N ations in  construction pro jec ts in  H aw aii,
Korea on their own and that  Guam, the Philippines and the 
Russia will not supply what is
needed, to do the job.
Ridgway ridiculed any hopes 
of the Peiping regime that its 
“good friend and a lly ’ — Russia 
— “has any intention of supplying
 arms in the quantities neces­
sary to insure Chinese Commu­
nist success in Korea. He said 
Russia is afraid that a buildup 
of Red C hina, would prevent 
“domination and eventual ab­
sorption of M anchuria by that 
“friend and ally. ’ "
The supreme commander paid 
tribute both to the UN an d its 
fighting team in a statement 
marking the first anniversary of 
the war in Korea. 
“History may some day re- 
cord that tile crest of the Com- 
munist wave of cold-blooded 
aggression was broken against 
the arms and the will to fight of 
the United Nations battle team 
in Korea; and that this menac­
ing flood, reaching its high wa­
ter mark on the Korean front, 
(Continued on page 4)
3 USARPAC Officers 
R e c e i v e
Three United States army, Pa­
cific, officers recently received 
promotions, it was announced by 
that headquarters yesterday.
Promoted to Lt. Col. were 
Maj. Fred A. Pierce Jr., execu­
tive officer for the 20th-battalion
trust islands.
The request was part of a new 
$6, 561, 262, 387 appropriation bill- 
to finance construction work at 
army, navy and air force instal­
lations all over the -world.
M OST O F the funds would be 
spent within the mainland United 
States, he said. But he also listed 
extensive new projects in Pacific 
outposts.
Guam would get the biggest 
share of the Pacific funds with 
$25, 522, 700. Hawaii would re­
ceive $20, 606, 500. The Philippines
 would get 18, 605, 200 and 
the trust territory $1, 772, 000. '
BIGGEST SINGLE project 
listed for the Pacific is the pro­
posed new- $12, 155, 200 communi­
cations station for Guam. Another 
major undertaking will be rehabi­
litation; of Hickam air force base 
estimated cost of 
$10, 094, 000.  
Summary of Hawaii projects: 
Naval base, Pearl Harbor, 
commissary store building— 
$825, 0001
Naval air station, Barber’s 
Point, additional aviation facili­
ties- $ 4 ,  185, 500.
Naval air station, Kaneohe, 
camp for one marine air group— 
$4, 206, 000.
NAVAL ammunition depot, 
Lualualei, sewage disposal plant- 
$660, 000.
Naval shipyard, Pearl Harbor, 
extension of building No. 9, weld­
ing facilities on repair basin
Hawaiian infantry training center 
and Maj. Lowell R. Eklund of 
the USARPAC comptroller’s
Promoted to major was Capt. 
Charles L. Rose of the USAR- 
PAC staff judge advocate’s 
division.
and firemen, beginning July 1. 
In addition, city departments 
are making a last-minute attempt 
to boost the classifications of 
some of their personnel before the 
civil service classification board 
becomes extinct July 1.
IN  ORDER TO erase classi­
fication inequities that have deve- 
loped from many sources but 
mainly World War I I ’s drain on 
certain workers, the legislature 
set up a salary standardization 
b o a r d   
  Appointed by ' the governor, 
this board will su rvey  both the 
territorial and city-county posi­
tions. The reclassifications will be 
made retroactive to July 1, 1951, 
and n o .  employe w ill. receive a 
smaller salary than, what he was 
receiving then, according to law.
The city has no idea how this 
overhauling will affect the budget 
But yesterday supervisors 
adopted a resolution asking that 
the survey, of city-county posi­
tions be done at the board’s ear­
liest convenience so the added 
cost will be known before the 
1952 budget is , prepared.
AN ARGUM ENT tor increa­
sing the pay of the city’s profess- 
ional employers such as attorneys, 
physicians and engineers, has 
been the fact that private indus­
try and defense projects are pay­
ing more attractive salaries.
However, the city has not yet 
officially proclaimed the labor 
shortage to be in the acute stage. 
As a matter of fact, the board in 
one resolution adopted yesterday 
stated ‘‘it is deemed, that t he 
ergency,...  is limited in scale 
with ’ no indication of definite 
shortage of manpower. ”
IT  TOOK T H IS  position to 
save the cost of appropriating 
cation ’ pay - in lieu of a vacation 
when department heads felt they 
could not grant vacations. Act 
262 of the 1951 legislature pro­
vided that during the “emergency 
period” the employe could be 
compensated for the vacation per­
iod not given.
Department heads were given 
until June 29 by" the personnel 
classification board to make 
(Continued on page 4)
Navy Invites Bids
On Construction
The officer in charge of con­
struction, 14th naval district, will 
accept sealed bids until 11 a. m. 
June 29, for improvements of air. -, 
plane parking and warm-up area, 
at the naval air station, Barber’
Nations, and, that the truce should 
be negotiated between their field 
commanders. American Gen. 
Matthew Ridgway is the UN 
commander in K orea..
Gromyko also said “represen­
tatives” of the Chinese Red “Vol- 
unteers” should be in On the ne­
gotiations. This indicated that 
Gromyko felt, that the Peiping 
government itself' should not par­
ticipate. 
Authoritative sources in 
Washington said the conversa­
tions  indicated Russia m ay  be  
handling the' truce negotiations' 
serious basis. The Kirk- 
Gromyko exchange, ' one source 
said, 'was “slightly hopeful. ” " 
T H E SE  SOURCES did not 
disclose all details of the Moscow 
conversations., but there was - no- 
immediate evidence that Russia 
is renewing its previous bids for 
Chinese Communist possession of 
Formosa and admission to the 
UN.
Kirk rushed a complete report 
on the exchange to' the- state-de­
partment, where Secretary of 
State Dean Acheson immediately 
started a two - hour conference 
with his top aides. These included 
Dean Rusk, assistant secretary of 
state for Far Eastern affairs; and 
John D. Rickerson, assistant" sec­
retary -of state fo r  UN affairs.  
GROMYKO’S reply indicated 
the Chinese Reds are  insisting on 
the fiction that their troops in 
Korea are “volunteers. ” This, 
however, would not preclude
tarily”— to return hom e. 
Acheson has told the house 
foreign, affairs committee that 
withdrawal of the Chinese from 
Korea would be one of the best 
guarantees of lasting peace in  Ko­
rea.. 
' BUT TOD A Y  he coupled it 
with a warning that if Russia 
and Red China agree to a truce 
in Korea and then violate it, they 
would rik “very dangerous” con­
sequences. More bluntly, that 
meant such a  diplomatic double-cross
 might touch off general war.
The United States and the 35 
other, U N  members fighting in 
Korea declared earlier that they 
are ready to take part in negotia­
tions that could lead to a genuine 
and enduring peace. They in-, 
sisted, however, that the Krem­
lin’s cease-fire proposal be clari­
fied. -
GRO^IYKO’S talk with Kirk 
was a step in that direction. Of­
ficials. here emphasized, however/ 
that a lot more negotiation will 
be needed before the fighting 
ends.
quays; extension of fire protec- Point, and for the installation of 
tion ; drydock number two— acoustical tile in a building at the 
 naval supply center, Kahua, Pearl 
Harbor.
 Additional bidding informa-
$636, 000. "
Hickam air fo rce base, airfield 
pavements, fuel storage and dis- 
facilities,
facilities, administrative a 
munity, -facilities, utiliti 
storage facilities—$10, 094, 000.
 C. Administration building. Pearl 
Harbor, telephone PH  29118.
C lTY  RENT CONTROL 
EXTENSION GETS OK 
The city government yesterday 
extended for another year rent 
controls which were to expire 
June 30.
IN  PASSING the new or- 
dinance final reading, the 
board of supervisors cited a need 
lor continued regulation of rent­
als in view of the scarcity of hous- 
ing  accommodations.
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P I PLOTS -COHERENT, 
RESILIENT' JAP P OLICY
Philippine policy  towards the 
former enemy country, Japan 
today considered the strongest 
 in the structure or the 
Republic's foreign policy.
Evolved over a brief span of 
four to live years, the so-called, 
Philippine "Japan Policy" brings 
jnto play the inner dynamics 
the foreign policy arm of the 
Republic in action in one impor­
tant arena of foreign relations. 
A s one commentator has put it, 
pie Philippine foreign policy 
towards japan is one striking 
achievement of the young Re­
public: ‘'coherent because it 
rirtnly, based on one constant 
directive and that is that- Japan 
constitutes potentially as a. mili­
tary and economic threat to the 
young. Republic; yet resilient 
enough to adjust itself to the 
hard facts of the world situation 
today. "
P I  Versus US on Japan.
The Philippine Japan policy is 
one concrete proof th a t the Re­
public has an independent fo r­
eign policy of its own.
The record of - the develop­
ment of this particular phase of 
the Republic's foreign policy 
bristles with dramatic' feuds with 
the American government In  the 
records of the proceedings of the 
E ar Eastern Commission in , 
W ashington are d o c u m e n t s '  
which record one stor y  the epic 
fight o f foe Philippines., since 
1947 against America’s gradual- 
ly  unfolding “softening’' policy 
tow ards  foe defeated former 
enemy country. i n the EEC  -Ses­
sion halls: as well as in  bilateral 
negotiation's between Manila and 
W ashington and 'between the 
Philippine Tokyo1 mission and 
SCA P headquarters in the Japan 
c a p i t a l , the Philippines has 
chalked up  a  record as  the 
“strongest critic” of the US in 
h e r  capacity  as occupying- power 
in Japan.
The sharp divergences of 
views between, M a n i l a  and 
W ashington were, a nd still are, 
clearly- emphasized when diplo­
matic talks revolve around the 
issue   of Japanese rej 
payments.  This issue, - considered 
by th e  Philippines central to  the 
J a pan Question today, has loom­
ed years as ‘‘the m ost dis­
turbing. factor” in  relations be­
tween the Philippines and her 
former, mother country. I t  was 
so disturbing that a  diplomatic 
observer had the occasion to  say 
a t o n e . point: “The special ties 
between-the Philippines and the 
U nited States are ' vulnerable a t 
Manila., nor  W ashington but To- 
one p o in t' This point is neither 
Manila nor W ashington but To­
kyo; Whenever the subject of 
Japan enters into bilateral, talks 
between the two governments, the 
special ties exude a  sour, jarring 
strain. "
This wide cleavage between 
the Philippines, and toe U S was 
dramatically demonstrated in 
May, 1949, the fateful month 
when the American government 
announced her decision to 
reparations from Japan. The 
directive dearly placed  in  jeo-
E C A  PA C T:
A  bilateral agreement conclu­
ded between toe Philippines and 
the United States governments 
on April 27, became 
tous document for toe Republic 
—the equivalent of ah Economic 
Charter for foe Philippines*
President Quirino and U S  
Ambassador Myron Cowen sign­
ed the agreement, now known as 
th e ECA Agreement, establishing 
a  machinery for full economic 
and   technical cooperation be­
tween toe two countries as a 
basis for effective implementation 
of the US-sponsored E CA  assis­
tance program to the Republic.
Goal of the program is to build 
the foundation of a  self-reliant,
pardy the Philippine 
as one of toe four-nation bene­
ficiaries to toe so-called interim 
reparations program.
 The reaction off the Philippine 
government was a chorus of bit­
ter criticism of the American de­
cision. President Quirino 
Manila dedared  that Philippine 
reparations claims against Japan 
“shall be put forward firmly 
before, ” despite the U S directive. 
Secretary of Foreign Affairs Car­
los P. Romulo, a t the time attend­
ing the EEC session in Washing­
ton as "Philippine delegate, as­
sailed the  American stoppage de­
cree as “inimical to the" interests 
of the Republic. ” In  his FEC 
speech, as before, Romulo reiter­
ated his grim warning to the US 
government on the danger of Ja­
pan’s emergence as a dominant 
military and economic power in 
Asia. I t  was  a gallant fight all 
the way through- tor foe Philip-" 
pines—although a losing one! for 
the stoppage decree of the US 
government went through over 
Philippine vigorous objections. 
That however was only the first 
round of the Philippines-US de­
bate on Japanese reparations. 
The second, and certainly deci­
sive round, will come up when the 
Japanese peace conference con­
venes before the end of this year 
to write the peace pact for' the 
defeated island empire.,
P I  Japan Policy Today. —The 
Philippine policy towards Japan 
on  the eve of the writing of the’ 
Japanese peace treaty has been 
evolved out of a progressive cycle 
in thinking from one of outright 
vindictiveness to one of tender, 
compassion consistent with the 
dictates of national policy and foe 
mounting international crisis 
today.
While before, the Philippines- 
strenuously fought Japan’s bid 
for entry into foe folds of foe 
world community as witnessed 
the Republic’s, dissenting opinion 
on Japan’s entry in the U N ES­
CO, Japan’s request to open a 
consular office in Manila, etc., 
today t h e Philippines is ready to 
admit Japan back into the family 
of nations immediately after foe 
Japanese peace treaty is written.
 W hile before, foe Philippines
would have no truck with Japan 
... matters of trade and com­
mercial relations- no w  th e Re­
public already has inaugurated a 
policy of limited trading with the 
former enemy country based on 
barter.
As President Quirino and Sec­
retary Romulo had affirmed time; 
and again, th e Philippines will 
gladly welcome the reentry of 
Japan into th e world community 
as a  sovereign nation.
W hat is fundamental in Fili­
pino thinking—and on this there 
appears -to be a  strong; unanimity 
—is that a sovereign Japan 
should never again be a threat 
to the peace and security of her 
neighbors in Asia. For a t the, 
back of every Filipino. mind to­
day is the traditional bogey of a  
ing as po ten t a  threat as ever not 
only to  the security but to the 
resurgent, dominant Japan loom- 
infant, underdeveloped economy 
of the Republic.
The story can now be told of 
the modest part played by the 
Philippines in influencing the 
United States government to 
adopt a clear-cut, more courage­
ous policy in Asia and the Far 
East. The story when told offers 
clear evidence that Philippine 
foreign policy — far from being 
“subservient” to  the US -— has 
been a strong factor in convin­
cing America to take a more 
determined stand in Asia and to 
give Far Eastern problems equal 
weight as those of Europe.
Proof Number One. —  The 
Philippines as early as March, 
1949 and since then, has been 
an exponent of a Pacific Union 
of non-communist countries as a
Union along the lin es advocated 
by- the Philippine President ap-' 
peared to be “premature until 
internal problems of Asia’’ were 
resolved. What Acheson meant 
by that ambiguous statement 
was not explained to policy­
makers in Manila.
Again on July 15, 1949 (in 
his ninth monthly radio chat to 
the n a t i o n ) ,  the President 
launched with renewed vigor his 
proposal for a Pacific Union 
“based on mutual cooperation 
for the economic, political and, 
cultural development of the 
countries concerned. ”
In that same speech, the 
President declared that despite 
the cool response of the US
counterpart of the A t l a n t i c  towards the organization of a 
Union in Europe. For two years, Pacific alliance, he felt that such 
the US turned a deaf ear to  foe 
Philippines. Now the U S is lead-
independent economy for the 
Philippines in foe future.
Under the ECA program, the 
US government has-pledged dol­
lar assistance to the Philippines to 
Invigorate her young, underde­
veloped economy within the next 
five-year period. U S , aid will 
consist of an interim or immedi­
ate assistance of $30 million 
a  five-year aid totaling $500 
lion in instalments of $100 million 
per year.  
Economic Charier. —The ECA 
agreement will ser ve, for all pur­
poses as a little Economic ‘Magna 
Carta’ of the Philippines. The 
five-year economic development 
program to be made possible with 
the grant of US ECA aid prac­
tically raises the go-ahead signal 
to the “total economic mobiliza­
tion program” launched by Presi-
a union was long overdue- 
“Washington or London c
the preparation for a  de­
fensive a lliance in Asia with five 
nations forming the nucleus, 
namely, the US, Philippines,
Australia, New Zealand and 
Japan. This might be different 
from Quirino’s original proposal.
But it certainly is a  long step 
leading to a Pacific Union in 
the future.
Proof Number Two. —  The 
Philippines since 1947 has advo­
cated for a Marshall Plan for 
Asia similar to that in Europe.
The US for three or four years 
closed her eyes to  the Philippine 
proposal. Today, The Marshall 
Plan is in foe Philippines coin­
cident with foe coming of the 
US-sponsored five-year E C A  
aid to  the Philippines amount­
ing to  P 500 million.
Proof Number Three. — Phil­
ippine spokesmen like. Secretary 
of Foreign Affairs Carlos P.
Romulo had in the past been foe 
strongest critics of the US for 
her vacillating policy in Asia.
Time and again, Secretary Ro­
mulo had charged America of 
neglecting A sia; time and 
Romulo had warned America 
that the ultimate decision on the 
Battle for Asia will be in favor 
of which side (whether the US
Soviet Russia) can come ou t 
openly as champion of libertari­
an and nationalist movements in 
the Far East.
Today, the Voice of America 
tells Asiatic peoples th e story of 
America not only as champion 
of libertarian movements but 
also as champion of "revolutions" 
that are non-communist in char­
acter.
The foregoing three outstand­
ing examples of Philippine" in­
fluence in helping the U S make 
up her mind in Asia and foe 
Far East are conclusive proofs 
that the Philippines has an inde­
pendent mind of her own in the 
conduct of her foreign policies.
Moreover; they prove that Phil­
ippine views on delicate questions 
'of international diplomacy are 
not only listened to  in Washing­
ton but actually have influenced 
foe new aspect of “bold deter­
mination” which now character- 
American statecraft in the 
Ear East.
Pacific Union. — On March 
21, 1949, President. Quirino
made a  historic statement which 
was instantly heard all over the 
world. In  an interview with the 
United Press, the President call­
ed for the establishment of a Pa­
cific Union similar to that of the 
Atlantic Union in Europe.
In his statement, h e said the 
U S must take th e lead in form­
ing a  Pacific security alliance and 
should n o t .  concentrate all her 
entire attention on Europe. He 
added t h a t  if America aban­
doned the Far East, “then our 
vast potential strengto to the, being prepared f or Asia. 
United States will be lost. ”
. “Europe is used up—an. eco­
nomic liability, ” the President 
added. “But Asia is a. virgin re­
gion w i t h  Unmeasurable re­
sources and people who are 
eager to take advantage of the 
blessings offered by democracy.
America should not fail us in the 
Orient. ”
Four months after, on July 4,
1949, toe President in a .  stirring 
Independence Day speech, re­
peated his plea for a  union of
afford to be cool since they have 
already the North Atlantic Pact 
Not we of Asia and the. Pacific. 
The fire of communism is at 
door, and it is absurd to imagine 
that to devise means to extirpate 
it is to play with it, " he said.
Today, after almost two years 
of waiting for “the dust to set­
tle” in China and elsewhere in 
Asia, after rejecting the idea of 
a Pacific alliance as premature, 
the US at long last has taken 
the initiative in preparing  for the 
organization of a defense alliance 
in Asia. Statements of President 
Truman and Secretary Acheson 
in. Washington and America’s 
roving envoy John Foster Dulles 
who is now in Tokyo, affirmed 
America’s ‘‘determination to forge 
an alliance of nations in the Pa­
cific under the leadership of the 
U S . -The preparations tor such 
a Pacific league are being made 
along with the preparations for 
the Japanese peace conference 
which is expected to meet before 
the end of this year.
According to the US Pacific 
alliance plan, five nations will 
enter into a compact pledging 
mutual defense, namely, the US, 
t h e .  Philippines, Australia, New 
Zealand and Japan. The door is 
open for other Asiatic nations to 
join^ later if they wish.
That the US has, a t this late 
day, finally heeded President 
Quirino's p l eas for  a Pacific se­
curity pact, if not a  U n i o n ,  
proves the dictum that the best 
arbiters of the situation in Asia' 
the Asiatic leaders them­
selves. They 
the fateful day-by-day develop­
ments in the region, and there­
fore. more competent to estimate 
the situation.
A t any rate, the Pacific Union 
now vigorously under formation
signal diplomatic victory for 
the Philippines.
Marshall Plan for Asia. —The 
late President Roxas and Presi­
dent Quirino, during their two 
years of intimate. collaboration as 
policymakers of the Republic 
(Roxas as Chief Executive and 
Quirino  as vice-president and 
concurrently secretary of foreign 
affairs) both shared a  common 
obsession for something like a 
Marshall Plan for Asia.
In  ■ his keynote speech before 
the ECA FE meeting in Baguio; 
on November-December, 1947, 
the late Roxas enunciated foe 
how famous ‘Roxas doctrine, ’ 
calling on the US to pursue a 
more vigorous policy in Asia so 
as to redress th e balance created 
by America’s policy then of “Eu­
rope First. ” In  that doctrine, 
Roxas deplored the fact that 
while a Marshall Plan for Eu­
rope was being launched by toe 
US, no counterpart program was
The Philippine delegate to th e 
ECAFE meet, then Secretary of 
Finance Miguel Cuaderno (now 
Central Bank Governor) in  a 
major speech before that body 
stressed the urgency of extend­
ing the U S Marshall Plari 
Asia, arguing that economic 
problems of toe Asiatics were no 
less critical than those of Euro -
Philippine successive propo­
sals for a Marshall Plan for Asia 
is presented in (various ECAFE 
sessions since the Baguio meet 
in 1947 did not move the US to 
any determined course of action 
not until this year. Now, after 
a series of protracted negotia­
tions between American and 
Philippine leaders, the Marshall 
Plan has finally come to the 
Philippines in the form of a US- 
sponsored ECA program of 
nomic assistance to the Republic 
over the next five years.
Bold Look in Asia. — The 
Philippines until lately, had been 
one of the severest critics of the 
hitherto half-hearted, temporiz­
ing American policy in  Asia and 
the Far East. Between 1946 and 
the latter part of 1949, policy 
think ing  in Manila hewed to the 
line that the US was not giving 
enough of her sinews and her 
comfortable fat to invigorate 
war-torn economies in the Pa­
cific littoral. President Qui­
rino and other Philippine lead­
ers were among the first to de­
plore an American Far Eastern 
policy that was characterized in 
the first place by a lack of policy. 
S k e p t i c i s m  in the Philip­
pines gave way to fear that the 
Voice of America in Asia was 
not the same voice ringing out 
With native confidence in Eu­
rope.
Among the Philippine spokes­
men, Secretary Romulo had been 
vocal in his criticisms of the 
US. In May 24, 1949  Romulo’ 
unleashed his  fam ous diatribe 
the most articulate and the most 
against foe US in a speech at 
Brooklyn.
In that speech, Romulo ac­
cused America of shortsighted­
ness in neglecting Asia. He chal­
lenged the US to answer the 
question whether — when Eu­
rope was made secure from in­
vasion, tyranny and hunger — 
the other half of the world 
stand if war, oppression and 
want should plunge it into 
chaos? ”
In  June 14, 1949, Romulo 
speaking at foe “Town Meeting 
of the Air” in New York advo­
cated another line of American 
policy in 'Asia in terms of “eco- 
nomic assistance to Asia without 
any political ties. ” In that speech, 
he argued that economic aid to 
Asia must be considered, part and 
parcel o f the problem of world 
recovery. But, he said, such aid 
must be given “under conditions 
acceptable to Asia and compati­
ble with the freedom and dignity 
of Asia’s peoples. ” 
Tha t  Romulo’s views, along 
with other critics of US foreign 
policy,. have been instrumental 
in crystallizing the new “realis- 
ic” US approach towards prob­
lems in Asia is evident in a 
great many ways. I t  is evident 
in the fact that almost one year 
and a half after Romulo’s insist­
ent pleas for bolder US action 
in Asia, American trends in­
thinking became alive with talks 
of the US ardently supporting 
revolutions in Asia to counteract 
communist gains in the area. 
. Typical, of this thinking was Su­
preme Court Justice William 
Douglas’ famous formula telling 
the US to aid and direct revolu­
tions in Asia. Th e Douglas for­
mula appeared in foe January, 
1951 issue o f Look magazine 
under th e tide, “W e Can’t ,  Save 
Asia By W ar Alone, ”
That America now  has a bet­
ter grasp of toe bedrock prob­
lems of Asia can be discerned in 
President Truman’s messages, to 
the  Asiatic  peoples since foe turn
of the year.
P. I. CURBS RED EXPORTS 
MANILA — President Elpi­
dio Quirino signed an executive
As Delegate Cuaderno
t e ear.
In his budget message to the 
US Congress last January 15, 
Truman struck at the heart of 
the, problem of Asia when he 
said
To varying degrees in differ­
ent parts  of the non-European 
free world, the crucial problem in 
the resistance to communism is 
the attitudes and . aspirations of 
people . In  some of these 
people live in
peoples in foe Far E ast
“O ur answer to the threat of 
red imperialism and  the new sla­
very is a  real union of the peo­
ples around t h e  Pacific, ” he 
said.
Reaction, in Washington to  
the President’s proposal was a 
polite demurrer. US. policymak­
ers rejected the idea of a  Pacific    
Union as "premature” for rea- drawers of water” for Europe' America ardently championing 
which they failed to ex- and important only as “suppliers nationalism and freedoms; an 
plain- Secretary of State Dean of raw materials to feed the. America that is ready and willing 
Acheson himself authorized a   metropolitan mills and factpries  to give economic aid — without 
statement saying that a Pacific in Europe. ” strings attached to them.
ECAFE  session, the apathy of 
the US in extending the Mar­
shall Plan to include Asia might 
render. America’s motives open 
to suspicion. I t  could be inter­
preted to. mean, Cuademo said, 
that America’ was bent on a  pol- 
icy to keep Asia in a state of un­
derdeveloped- economy, forever 
fated to be "hewers of wood and
 conditions of poverty, 
Insecurity, ill health and illitera­
cy-"
The Voice of America as it is 
beamed to all peoples of Asia to­
day is ringing with renewed con­
fidence. I t  tells the story — the 
vibrant American story-—  of 
America in action in Asia, where 
before she was in default
GEN. HOAG LAUDS 
NATIONAL GUARD
Hawaii is “to be congratulated 
on the fine job” it has done with 
its national guard and other re­
serve units, according to Maj, 
Gen. Earl S. Hoag, special assis­
tant to the chief of staff for re­
serve forces.
He left for the mainland earl y 
today from Hickam air force base 
after an inspection tour of several 
days.
He inspected national guard 
facilities and personnel off quick 
trip to several areas of the present 
encampment.
Gen. Hoag regretted the fact 
that he “didn’t have enough time” 
to do and see everything he want­
ed to, but was pleased with what 
he did manage to observe of 
Hawaii’s reserve units.
He was especially delighted 
with the state of preparedness of 
the guard’s 199th fighter squad­
ron and 109th aircraft and warn­
ing squadron.
Gen. Hoag said there are no 
plans contemplated at this time 
to call up any Hawaii reserve or­
ganizations to active duty as 
units.
If foe time should come when 
a call up order is issued, he added, 
reservists will be given “full ad­
vance notice so they can have at 
least 30 days to' get their personal 
affairs in shape. ”
C. J. MORONEY ELECTED 
TO SPRECKELS BOARD 
SAN FRANCISO — . Carl J. 
Moron ey was elected chairman 
of the board of the Spreckels Su­
gar Co. Tuesday and Charles de 
Bretteville was chosen to succeed 
him as president.
HON. FINANCE PAYS 
Honolulu Finance & Thrift 
Co. has voted a dividend of 30 
cents a share payable June 26 to 
the record of June 20.
order today which bans shipment 
of strategic materials to Commu­
nist countries and prohibits or 
limits exportation of materials 
considered essential to the gov­
ernment's economic development 
program.
S u b u k a n  n i n y o
SUMMER BEER
SUCCESS 
DEPENDS ON 
TEAM WORK
In any effort involving men, whether it he a 
game or a business, it takes everybody Work­
ing together to produce success. On the occas­
ion of its 50th anniversary, the Hawaiian 
Pineapple Company is more keenly aware  
than ever of the. debt it owes to the system of 
free enterprise, to the community of Hawaii, 
and to the hundreds of thousands of people 
employees, stockholders, brokers, customers 
suppliers, and consumers-who are respon­
sible for its 50 years of progress.
H a w aiian  P ineapple C om pany, Ltd.
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K AILUA CH RISTIA N  
SCIEN TISTS M EET
Initial services of the Christian 
Service group, Kailua, were held 
last Sunday and will be continued 
weekly, a spokesman for the 
group said Tuesday.
The service will be held at the 
Kailua community center on Ku- 
ulei Rd. Sunday, school, attend 
ed on the inaugural  day by about 
35 children, will start a t  9 : 30 
with Sunday services scheduled, 
for 11. A play center is being 
maintained for children of Sun­
day school age whose parents are 
attending church service.
Wednesday evening testimo­
nial meetings will be held weekly 
at 8p. m. All persons interested 
are invited to attend the Sunday 
and Wednesday meetings.
E. M. FA V IERS A RE 
PARENTS O F 2nd CHILD
A son, their second child, was 
bom  to' M r. and Mrs. E. M. Fa- 
vier of 832-A 16th Ave. on June 
21 in the Kapiolani Maternity 
hospital. (The baby, named Mic­
hael Everett, weighed six pounds 
 11 ounces.
Mrs. Favier is the former miss 
Lillian Silva, daughter of Caeser 
P. Silva, former employe of Lib­
erty  House, and Mrs. S ilva.;
The baby’s father is chief elec­
trician’s mate serving aboard the 
submarine Cabezon, stationed at 
Pearl Harbor.
The Faviers’ other child is a 
daughter, Joanne Marie, age 2.
M ISS BAILEY 
R ECEN T B RID E
Miss Doret Eleanor Bailey, 
daughter of Capt. 'and M rs. W il- 
liam B. Bailey of Tenafly, N. J., 
became the bride of Mack O. 
Matthews III, son of M. O. Mat­
thews. I I  of Mobile and the late 
Mrs. Matthews, June 9 at the 
Naval chapel in Washington 
D. G , with Capt. Paul G. Lina- 
weaver, chaplain, U SN , officiat­
ing in a  setting of candles, white 
flowers and. palms.
The bride, given in marriage 
by her father, wore an ivory sat­
in heirloom gown which belonged 
to her grandmother. H er long 
illusion veil was caught to a 
crown. She carried white roses 
centered with an orchid. 
Maid of honor was Miss W il­
ma Waller Bailey, sister of the 
bride, and other attendants were 
Miss Eileen Pharaoh, Augusta, 
Miss Beverly Busby of Washing­
ton, D. C.
They wore lilac taffeta gowns 
with picture hats. The maid of 
honor carried carnations and 
larkspur, and the bridesmaids 
carried Talisman roses and lark­
spur.
Andy Leonard Lowery, of 
Knoxville, Tenn., was best man 
and  ushers were Maj. J. T. Al­
britton and Paul D. Hammacher 
of Washington, '  D, C .; G ' Ray 
Carpenter of Mobile and F rank  
M. King of Baltimore, Md.
A  reception followed at the 
DAR chapter house.
The newlyweds are residing 
‘in  New Jersey.
B R IT ISH  O IL  CO.
SEIZU R E O RD ER
TEH RA N , Iran — The gov­
ernment ordered its agents today 
to’ seize the billion-dollar Anglo- 
Iranian Oil Go., lock, stock and 
barrel.
Premier Mohammed Mossad­
egh issued the seizure order a few 
hours  afte r  British negotiators 
countered an Iranian ultimatum 
with a  proposal instantly rejected 
by Iran and thejiegotiations col­
lapsed.
 D EPU TY  Premier Hussein 
Fatemi said Mossadegh would 
seek a vote of confidence from 
parliament tomorrow after he 
speaks on the oil situation.
Fatemi said an anti-Sabotage 
bill would be introduced applying 
to the refinery, airports bridges 
and railways, providing penalties 
ranging from three years tp death.
The time was uncertain as to
By Genevieve Romo
MANY ATTEND  
HON O LU LU  PO PS 
CONCERT SUNDAY 
Some 10, 000 people, from 
  
turned out Sunday evening to 
hear the Honolulu Pops orches­
tra concert at Kapiolani Park, 
under the direction of Robin Mc- 
Questen. Everyone, including the 
musicians, seemed to' be having 
a thoroughly good time.
OUTSTANDING in the wide­
ly varied program was the finish­
ed and professional performance 
of 13-year-old Jacqueline Young, 
who promises to be “one of the 
3t, ” as a concert pianist. 
Winning the hearts of the au­
dience was lovely Sue Madison, 
who displayed her versatility in 
extremely different numbers— 
Musetta Waltz -from La Bo- 
heme, and Cole Poter’s ever 
popular “Begin the Beguine. ” 
The Lloyd Krause special mu­
sical arrangements of her num- 
did much to' make them a
1 JO S E P H IN E  TAYLOR and 
Nancy Hedemann were applaud­
ed for their graceful interpreta­
tion of Bela Bartok’s “Rumanian 
Dances, ” and Miss Taylor’s well- 
trained Children’s Dance group 
delighted the children with the 
“Parade of the Wooden Sol­
diers. ”
The newly organized Honolu­
lu Pops chorus and the soloists 
within the group did much to 
make the evening of well-liked 
music a perfect one. Robin Mc- 
Questen’s direction was excep­
tionally fine in every orchestral 
and choral number.
AS FAM ED personality of 
the Metropolitan Opera, Herta 
Glaz, expressed it, the Honolulu 
Pops orchestra was doing a won­
derful job of bringing good mu­
sic for the enjoyment of families,
and the fine program and perfor­
mance of all the musicians and 
soloists was comparable to those 
orchestras heard i t  New York, 
Chicago and Hollywood.
This is the beginning of the 
third season for this young or­
chestra, but it has become a per­
manent and necessary part of the 
musical life of our community, 
and should continue to be whole-heartedly
 supported by Honolu­
lu.
REBEKAH LODGE
Pacific Rebekah loge No. l  
will hold its stated meeting 
Thursday at 7 : 30 p. m. at the Odd 
Fellows temple. All members 
having birthdays during June and 
July will be honored. Visiting 
members are asked to be present 
at 7 p. m. for examination. July 
and August will be vacation 
months.
M EETING SET
Gamma Psi Chapter of Alpha 
Zeta Beta sorority will hold its 
business meeting at 7 : 45 p. m. ' 
today at the YMCA.
Itagaki Quits 
Retirement Bd.;
Blames Long
(Continued from page 1) 
your nomination to the retirement 
system, I  immediately notified 
the senate I would not accept the 
appointment.
“There was delivered to me, 
today, what purports to be a com­
mission issued to me as a member 
of the territorial retirement sys­
tem. I  return the same herewith.
“If, for technical reasons, it is 
deemed necessary that I  ‘resign’ 
before someone else can be ap­
pointed (his appointment was 
confirmed by the senate), please 
accept this as my resigntion”, the 
letter concluded.
T H E  RESIGNATION of Mr.
SOCIAL NEWS NOTES
When a worker’s job is elimi­
nated and he doesn’t like another 
job offered him, he isn’t  fired and 
doesn’t halve to quit- H  ies lain
I. L. W. U  REVEALS TERM S 
IT  SEEKS IN N EW  SUGAR 
PACTS
The ILW U  over the weekend 
explained in detail the terms of 
completely revised contracts it 
proposes for Hawaii’s sugar 
workers.  
Copies of the 37 page docu­
m ents were.  sent to 26  Hawaii 
sugar plantations Friday. present 
contracts expire August 31.
The union’s proposal includes 
wage increases, a union shop, 
greater job security, more pay 
for holidays, worked and changes 
to many provisions of existing 
Agreements. ,
Here are details of the contract
R. E . P. R U SSEL 
Friend of the people
the ILW U  seeks:
WAGES
Workers of the lowest classifi­
cation get $1 an hour minimum 
wage instead of the 80 cents that's 
exceeded by three plantations. All 
other labor grades' get 20 cents 
hour increases.
Workers receiving more than 
the hourly classification rate also 
get 20 cent raises.
If  a worker’s job is eliminated 
and he takes over less highly paid 
dutie, he do'esn’t take a cut. No­
body works on a piecework basis 
without his consent.
HOURS
Employers work a 40 hour, 
five days a week with two con­
secutive days off instead of the.
NEW  CEILING 
CURBS SLATED ON 
CLOTHING PRICES—
off and maintains his seniority 
for a year.
During that time, he can take a 
job that suits him and that he’s 
capable of handling.
The work week is determined 
by the work load to give regular 
employes job security and provide 
them a  40 hour minimum w ork 
week. Preference of work oppor­
tunity goes first to regular em­
ployers- (This is a renewal of the 
union’s 1948 demand. )
U N IO N  SECURITY
The employer may suspend but 
not fire an employe charge with 
_ crime. If the employe is acquitted
, he goes back to work and 
collects back pay for the time he 
is suspended.
House rules apply only on the 
-job and equally to bargaining unit 
ployes- Grievances arising on the 
job must be ta k e n  up at once by 
the union steward and foreman. 
The employer is required to use 
grievance machinery instead of 
taking unilateral action. 
There are three arbitrators in­
stead of five, and no arbitrator 
may handle more than two con­
secutive cases without consent of 
the person concerned- The three 
arbitrators, are Ronald B. Jamie- 
1, Honolulu attorney, Harold 
Burr, federal security agency 
regional director, and Judge 
James L. Coke, former territor­
ial chief justice-
In, arbitration cases, the party 
taking the initial action is con­
sidered the complainant and is re­
quired to prove his case.
UN IO N  SHOP,
The company agrees to employ 
only union members in good 
standing. The union doesn’t 
withhold, membership from any 
company employe or deprive him 
of membership.
EX PIRA TIO N  DATE
June 15 is the expiration date 
of the contract so that “hot car­
go” disputes are eliminated-
That 'expiration date agrees 
with those of west coast and Ha­
waii longshore contracts. 
HOLIDAYS -
The number of holidays 
mains at nine. But workers get
Hawaii’s apparel manufac­
turers Tuesday tentatively - ap­
proved a new ceiling price regu­
lation affecting their industry.
The regulation, CPR 45, was 
made effective on the mainland 
last Thursday.
Four representatives of the 
Hawaii Garment and Manufacturer's 
 guild met with Hawaii office 
of price stabilization officials 
Tuesday afternoon to discuss the 
advisability of making the new 
regulation applicable here.
The guild representatives pre­
sent at the meeting estimated that 
an answer as to the advisability of 
making CPR 45 applicable to 
Hawaii would be available by 
next Saturday.
$3 M ILLIO N  BUSINESS 
The apparel manufacturers i 
Hawaii do a volume of business 
year exceeding $3, 000, 000 at 
wholesale prices. There are ap­
proximately 35 apparel manufac­
turers in the territory.
CPR 45 covers practicably all 
sewn or knitted apparel and ap­
parel accessories except leather 
shoes.
The new regulation will result 
a  large number of price chan­
ges. An accurate estimate of the 
net effect' on the general price 
level, OPS officials said, is dif­
ficult.
Indications are that average 
wholesale prices,, except in the 
wool clothing line, will be slight­
ly lower.
W OOLEN H IK E  SEEN 
Because of sharp increases in 
wb'ol cost since the Korean out­
break, it is expected that operation 
of the apparel regulation will 
permit increases in prices 
woolen goods.
The basic formula of the ap­
parel regulation allows Hawaii 
manufacturers to add only actual 
increases in factory labor and 
materials costs to base period 
pre-Korean prices.
AND MAKE T H E  
LANDLORD RICH, W HEN  
YOU CAN BUY YOUR OWN 
HOME W ITH YOUR  
MONTHLY PAYM ENTS 
L E SS. TH AN YOUR RENTAL. 
LIST YOUR PROPERTY  
WITH US.
TO BUY. . .  TO RENT. . .  
TO SELL  
SEE
F.  M. LIMANO
REALTOR 
36 SO. KUKUI ST.
PHON E 68706
half for holidays worked. They 
get straight time for three holi- 
days riot worked. New Year’s, 
Christmas and Labor Day. 
VACATIONS
Employes get one week vaca-
 tion after  a year’s  employment,
double pay instead of time and a two weeks after two years 
'three weeks after 10 years.,
Itagaki leaves two vacancies o n , preSent 48 with one day off. 
the 7-member - board. When the  Employers must schedule eight 
1951 legislature. expanded the hour work shifts. People working
former 5-member board, it pro­
vided that one member should be 
a  teacher, elected by the employes.
That election will take place 
this fall, with the new member 
to take office Jan. 1. The gover­
nor may fill the seventh post, va­
cated by  M r. Itagaki, at any time, 
with an interim appointment.
between 4 p. m. and 6 a-m- get 
10 cent an hour shift differential- 
JOB SECURITY
Seniority governs in layoff 
recalls, transfers, promotions, de­
motions because of job elimina­
tions. That’s only if the employes 
are competent. Seniority begins 
accruing after 30 days instead of 
six months with the company.
H A W A II’S FILA M ERICA N  TR IB U N E
Date  19-
319 'N. Vineyard St.
Honolulu, T. H .
Mga Ginoo:
Ako gusto nga mosulod sa pagka magbang kinasingkasing nga pagbulig niining maong 
U N E  sulod sa usa (1) ka tuig. Nunot sa ako basa sa H A W A II’S FILAM ERICAN TRIB-
mantalaan ania akong giuban ang bayad
  ug ang  kantidad  nga
Daghang salamat.
SU BSCRIPTIO N  sulod sa -
Imong magbabasa,
Ngalan
Pinuyanan
HOME LOANS 
. VETERANS LONES 
FEDERAL HOUSING AD­
MINISTRATION LOANS 
O F
AMERICAN SAVINGS & 
LOAN ASSOCIATION
915 FO R T ST. TEL, 67706
Honolulu, T. H,
WHY PAY RENT.. ,?
KEWALO INN
AT FISHERMAN'S WHARF 
PHONE 53803S 
Our Specialties 
Sizzling Kansas City 
Corn Fed Steaks 
Sea Foods
Catering For All Occasions- 
D I N E  A N D  D A N C E  
Open  Daily 10: 30 A. M. to Midnite 
1016 Ala Moana Boulevard
FAMILY FAVORITE I
New WILLYS JEEP s ta tio n  w a g o n
with the
Sensational HURRICANE Engine!
Priced right. . .  " it's sized right. . .  and it rides right! 
Families, large or small, enjoy happy, comfortable, 
economical transportation. . .  in a -WILLYS STATION
WAGON!
Territorial Motors, Ltd.
802 Kapiolani B oulevard  
T ele p h o n e 6-6191
  America's No. 1
Automatic Washer
KABABAN A PRICIO
100 PER CENT AUTOMATIC 
Ti  BENDIX ECONOMAT. Isu iti nalaklaka 
$140. 00 nett dagiti daddoma nga kapadpadana. 
Dagiti narugit a danum, sabon, rugit ken dad- 
domapay iyayus dayton a niakina. Nalaka nga 
usaren, Pusipusem ti dial, ikkam t i .  sabon ken  
punnoem tinam oreng a lupot a labaam sa ka 
panawan, maka-amnion nga aglaba.
Saan a pespesan A w an gungungun
Awan pulpuligos Awan ti irakraked
 Ket agngina.
.... laeng
Porcelana ti ngato maosarpay 
5 lima a tawen paut ti metaxaloy 
“Wondertub. ”
$28. 00
Umona  a pagbayad
APPLIANCE DEPARTMENT
Phone 979275
$279. 59 
$3. 91  
 aglinawas
1440 KAPIOLANI BLVD. -
Open Thurs. Niter 'til 9
BOTTLED UNDER  AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF HONOLULU, LTD.
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'The WINNAH!H ere’s a husky, vigor­
ously styled Smith Shoe 
that is bound to win 
favor. . .  A shoe that 
can take plenty of pun­
ishment, yet give months 
of smart appearance and 
service too. Smart as a 
West Point salute.  
flexible as a house slip­
per. . .  an exceptional 
value.  
YOU CAN'T WEAR OUT THEIR LOOKS
KIM CHOW’S
DITOY A FUNERARIA' MASARA-. 
CAN TI NASAYAAT A PANAGSER 
BI, NO WENNO-CAMENG TI PAM- 
ILYA-YO I TI PUMUSAY DITOY A 
BIAG A DI MET ISU T I PANANGID- 
AW DAW AT DIKAY AGTUNGCUA 
A PATUDtDNGAN CADACAMI, MA- 
KIPAGRICNA CAMI  MET - CADA- 
GITI CANITO NGA ICAY  PANAG- 
EADINGIT,
V
1562 Nuuanu Ave. Telephone 59158 Honolulu 52, T. H.
Mayor, Board 
Besieged With Pay 
Hike Requests
(Continued from page 1)
quests for reclassification of posi- 
tions. .  
Nicolas T. Teves chairman o f 
the finance committee, wondered 
if this might not lead to “double 
classification” when the standard­
ization board began its survey.
BUT MAYOR W ILSON 
told the board many employes are 
now underpaid and “are at the 
end of their patience and might 
take off. ” Besides, he argued, it 
is unknown when the governor 
- appointed board will begin its 
survey.
He asked for increases
VI S AY AN SECTION
except F i l a m e r i c a n
the controller, giving the reason Circulation 
their duties and responsibilities 
“have greatly increased” during 
the past three years. He pointed
Mr. Isidro Josol
of H A W A II'S 
T RlBUNE.
out they did not share in the wage 
hikes for three appointed officers 
in 1949. He said the increases
were “fitting and proper” -in com-, 
parison with the raises granted 
elected city officers by the legisla­
ture this year.
Mayor Wilson is asking that
the chief, engineer’s salary be bo­
osted from $12, 000 to $13, 200; 
the building superintendent’s, 
$10, 780 to 11, 858, and the physi­
cian’s, $10, 380 to’ $11. 418.
Effective July 1. the salaries of 
the auditor, clerk and treasurer 
were boosted to $10. 780. the 
same salary of the controller: the 
sheriff’s to $8, 780. the mayor s to 
$14, 000, and supervisors to 
$3, 600.
T H E  IN CREASES asked by 
attorneys would incur no deficit 
in the department head were ap­
pointed, Mr. McKinley pointed 
out. The public prosecutor’s staff 
got a complete salary increase 
recently.  
In the case of the request from 
the mayor’s aide, Mr. Bassett as­
serted his duties have increased 
“tremendously. ” He said his of­
fice records would prove this 
point. He is now drawing $8, 280 
annually.
iyang mga pangolo, gitoohan 
ko nga kining pondoka maka- 
hatag ug dongog satanang mga 
Filipinhon nga nang langyao 
nganhi ning laing dapit gikan sa 
nagkalain laing polo sa Filipinas. 
Ug gitoohan ko, usab, nga kining 
pofidoka makahatag ug  garbo sa 
tanang mga Filipinhon dinhi sa 
Hawaii ug hangtod sa Filipinas: 
kay kini lamang ang pondoc sa 
mga Filipinhon dinhi sa Hawaii, 
nga nag dala sa tolo ka_sembolo 
sa tibook Filipinas nga mao ang 
Luzon, Visayan ug Mindanao’. 
Ug gitoohan ko nga ang nag 
mogna niining pondoka, may 
kaugalingong gahum ug kaalam 
nga longsodnon nga iyang takos 
ikatodlo' ug ikapasonod sa maong 
pondoc. Aoan kong mahitabo 
nga ang nag mogna ning maong 
pondoc mawad-an ning mga
longsodnon  hiyas nga gikisgotai 
ko' sa itaas, ug aron malcab-o 
ang kaugmaon sa mga butawa-
nong toyo ug tingoha ning ma-
I L O C A N O  S E C T I O N
I
ugas ken t
MILANOG ANG LU  V I M I ,  ong pondoc; kinahanglan
   tabangan ug  sagokomonta
BY M. D. FA LLO RE ang iyang  mga bulawanong- toyo 
 ug tingoha bahin sa pagtinaban-
Ang Lu. V. Mi. Club, maoy  gay ug hain gani ang pag. 
usa ka pondoc  sa mga Filipino tinabangay to-a usab ang kosog, 
dinhi sa Hawaii nga milanog  sa ug hain ang  kosog to-a ang ka-
tibook Territorio pinaagi sa ka- 
hanginan. Kining pondoka, pin- 
arigolahan n i Mr. Jose Bardon, 
ug naga lakao na karon sa walo 
kabulan ang edad sa maong pon­
doc. Ug kining pondoka. may 
madanihong programa dinhi sa 
radio station KAH U  sa Waipa­
hu, pinangolohan gihapon sa., 
maabtikong presidente sa. ma- 
oUg pondoc n g a .  gehisgotan sa 
etaas. Dinhi inyong madtingog; 
ang mga mananoy’ng tingog sa 
mga dalagang Filipinhon nga 
dinoyogan sa bantogang Three: 
Roses Orchestra ubos sapag do- 
mala ni Mrs. Fely Navarro. Ang 
maong, programa, maga sogod 
sa alas 5 : 15 hangtod sa alas 0 : 00 
ang oras sa matag domingo sa 
hapon. Gawas pa niini, ang ma­
ting pondoc may mga bulawanong 
toyo ug tingoha pinaage sapag 
tinabangay nga boot niyang ido- 
lot oh itanyag niadtong mga 
Filipinhon nga boot makig am- 
don sa maong pon doc. Kong ang 
mga bulawanong toyo ug tingo-
bit oh makig doyog sa mga solon- 
ha ning maong pondoc, doyogna 
sa mga maayong mithi oh paage
gawasan, ug hain ang kagawasan 
to-a usab ang kabulahanan. Busa 
tinahod kong mga magbabasa, 
ayao' kamo kalimot ug, pangita-a 
dayon ninyo kining. pondoc nga 
gihisgotan ko sa itaas kay kining 
pondoka; m aoy. pondoc nga dili 
lamang sa mga Visaya, Ilo’kano, 
Tagalog ug ubanpa, kongdili kini 
maoy pondoc sa tanang mga 
Filipinos.. Busa m g a  tinahod 
kong mga magbabasa, sosiha 
ninyo kining maong pohdoc aror 
inyong hisayran ang kamatooran 
ug ayao ninyo- hikalimti ang pag 
basa sa Fil-American Tribune, 
kay ang tanang kalihokan 
maong pondoc ipayahag dinhi sa 
matag simana.
(Continued from page 1) 
RUSS T ID E OF  
AGGRESSION STARTING 
TO EBB: RIDGWAY
thereafter began its recession In 
Asia, ”  Ridgway said.
Ridgway never once referred 
to Russia by name, but he told 
the Chinese that   in seeking 
surance of their country’s .  polit­
ical and territorial integrity, 
they would do well to be guided 
by the "deeds of the free mem 
bers of the' United Nations’ 
rather than the “words of their 
friend and his satellites.
Chinese Communist leaders 
do not believe that their ‘good 
friend and ally’ has i n .  any way 
altered his objectives with re­
spect to Manchuria,  pursued 
without change for more than 
century, ” Ridgway said.
Ridgway noted th a t.  one year 
ago th e . people of South Korea 
were attacked suddenly by the 
North Korean Communists who 
“secretly planned and criminally 
sought the destruction o f their 
independence. -----------
“That act has far greater sig­
nificance for us than the mere* 
criminal conspiracy which it re­
vealed, ” he continued. “For the 
first time it gave. positive proof 
that the Communist leaders who. 
planned ' and executed 
fully prepared to' use 
force on whatever scale might be 
required in their efforts to attain 
their ends. ”
The anniversary, he said, is 
significant for still another rea-
‘It marks a  year of achieve­
ment by a great world organiza­
tion, dedicated to the employ­
ment of the collective strength 
of free peoples to repel the -ag­
gressions of international out­
laws, to act together in mutual 
self defense for the preservation 
of their liberties, and to respect 
their obligations for the main­
tenance of international peace 
and security. ” ,
 
By M rs. Vicenta  V. Fernandez
NO CASANO TI PAMA- 
KAN T I UBING 
Itay napan a lawasna napagsa-
saritaan. tayo ti pamigat ti ubing 
nga agtawen ti dua ken lima— 
ubbing nga sumreken iti masasao 
nga kindergarten.
Ti pangaldaw ti ubing maluto 
nga simple laeng—awan unay 
adu a rekadona. Dagiti taraon nga 
nagasang, napgad wenno nasa- 
mit unay ,. dadaelenda ti naimas 
a nanam ti sida. Nasaysaat 
iruam ti ubing kgdagiti nalaka a 
marunaw a lamut ken ti nalaka a 
pannaka lutoda. Ti “doughnuts” 
ken dagiti mafrito’ a kanen nari- 
gatda a matunaw ket ti ubing 
nakapuy pay laeng ti bitokana a 
mangrunaw kadagita; isu nga 
saanmo nga ikkan ta anakmo nga 
ubing kadagiti frito a
lam ut.,
Ti horasiti pangaldaw reb- 
bengna ti nagbaetan ti pamigat 
ken pangrabii. No masapa ti 
pamigat, masapa met ti pangal­
daw.
No dadduma Inasaysayaat ti 
maminpat a pannangan ti ubing 
ngem ti mamitlo. Mabalin nga 
masapa, masapa met a mangal- 
daw, merienda ken pangrabii, No 
maminpat a mangan ti ubing. 
saanmo nga ipalubo's nga agsa- 
ramsam iti tiempo a nagbabaetan 
ti pannangna.
Dagitoy a  reglamento, no 
dadduma, saan a mayaplicar ti 
sumagmamano nga ubbing. Na- 
imbag ngarod no pali iwem bass, 
it ti kadawyanna sa kanto arami- 
den programam a . mangaramid 
pannanganna.
Adda ubbing nga awan gan- 
asda mangaldaw no  adda kinnan- 
da ti nagbaetan ti almozar ken 
pangaldaw. Kadagitoy nga ubb­
ing mabalin nga ikkan la ida ti 
sanga taza a tub. bog iti bunga 
(fruit juice) a cona—awanen ti 
mainayon.
A N IA ’T MAIPARBEING 
A PANGALDAW T I UBING? 
Ti taraon a pangaldaw mabalin
maysa nga lamut nga adda su- 
stanciana, maysa wenno dua a 
kita ti nateng, tinapay, inapoy, 
poi, gatas ken sinam-it (dessert).
P IL I T I ISANGO.
masasao a “maindish” 
mabalin nga karne nga awan 
tabana, karnero, baboy, manok 
p a v o  d alem, yusi,  ikan, itlog 
wenno k eso. T i dalem k en 
gaput kaadu ti vitamins da  
ansen coma nga iserbi. No 
a m ti ubing kadagitoy a  sida, 
kaayayonanto no dumak-kel.
Dagiti nateng, adda bol-Bolong 
a verdw  ti colorna a kas spinach, 
lechugas  luau, 'broccoli ke 
Chinese cabbage. Dagiti  met 
amarillo ti colorda i s u  ti carot 
carabasa ken taniatis.
Dagiti “starchy food” a  cona 
isu ti inapoy, patatas; kamote, poi, 
taro, macaroni, noodles ken tina­
pay. No makagatangca ati kayu 
mangi a bagas nalalaing nga isu 
ti iserbim. '
sinamit wenno  dessert 
mabalin nga -custard wenno 
leche plan, jello, puddings bung- 
bunga wenno ice cream.
Dagitoy ti pagwadan a  menu
1. Sopas a  bunbunga iti nateng. 
(Vegetable soup). Cottage 
cheese sandwish, gatas, ta­
pioca taga adda pina taa 
ken cookies.
2. Bassit a came, inapoy, dee-
wich  gatas, papaya nga 
mapespesan ti bassit a  li- 
mon.
3. Pasteles nga dalem iti baka, 
carrots, patatas a nayorno, 
tamatis a  na-iwiwa, tinapay 
ken mantekilla, gatas ken 
jello.
4. Salmon a naluto iti gatas 
wenno crema, gisantes 
(green peas) a  nailata,
. kayumangi nga inapoy, ta­
matis, gatas ken pina nga 
naiw-iwa ti babassit.
5. Sodas ng aspinach a naik- 
kan gatas, sandwich nga 
itolog, naata a carrots ngam
  naiw-iwa ti nafino, gatas 
nalaglagip a saba nga naik- 
kan ti orange juice.
6. Sopas a manok ken noodles, 
peanut butter sandwich, 
naigad a  carrot a m aipara- 
baw Iti lechugas ken nalag- 
Iagip  a papaya, a  ma-perres- 
an iti liman.
Nalaraing no mamindua nga
ikkan ti ubing ti sag-gabassit a 
kanen ngem ti maminpinsen nga 
adu unay ti ikabil iti platona. 
Madadael ti ganasna  a mangan 
no mamonto-on ti kanen iti plat­
ona. ngem no bassit la ti nagian, 
ad-adda a mabisin ket dumawat 
a dagus no maibusna.
Tunggal ubing adda ugalina a 
mangan. Adda naleing a mangan, 
adda naimis, adda naalisto adda 
naul-layat. Saan nga agpaparis ti 
kadakkel ti bitokada isu nga li 
piliten ti ubing no dina maibus 
ti kanenna.
Laglagipem a pakanen ta fa- 
moliam  iti maiparbeng a taraon 
tapno mataginayon ti salunat-da 
ken kina ragsakda nga agbiag. Ti 
salunat isut mangted pudno a 
ragsak.
“BALABALAT’ NAURNOS 
  A  PANNANGAN”
Adu kadatayo ti saan a mang 
panunot no anianto ti sida iti su- 
mono nga aldaw- No la ket ta 
adda taraon ita nga aldawen, tay 
pagsasao dagiti Tagalog mga, 
“BAHALANA” iso dayta ti 
dang-as kapanpanunotan nga 
agpaay iti sumarono’ nga aldaw. 
No anianto man mabalin nga 
gatangenen isunto ti pagbiag. 
Pudno met ktt di daytoy ta  no 
uray kasanot ayat nga agsida iti 
dayton.. wenno dayta a  potaje, 
awan met magatang no dadnuma. 
Ngem no ma-plano’ ita nga aldaw 
ti Tutoento a pagbiag inton so- 
mono nga aldaw, mabalin met 
nga isurat ti sandi wenno sokat 
dagiti saanto a masapulan gatan- 
gen. No kasstoy ti aramidem sa- 
kanto unay rfiagulo a makitien-
da.
Itan ta umad-adu ti magatang 
iti tiendaan, mabalinen a makona 
nga' inton bigat “gumatangakto  
ti karne, ikan, keso ken dadduma 
pay a kagusgustoam a lutoen. 
Ngem no saanmo nga ammo a 
pagbibmgayen dagiti pagbiag— 
tay kona a pag sasarakoyen, ma-
karne, itlog, keso, ikan  baboy tay 
masasao a puro ‘proteins’ ti 
iserbim iti familiam ket addanto 
met alāaw a pulos a  nateng ken 
dulce wenno sinamit ti adda ma- 
kan dagiti annakmo ken asawam. 
Daytoy a piano ti taraon saan 
nga maigatad iti “ moderno” a 
pro'grama_ iti pannangan, wenno 
ti cona a ' “balanced diet. ”
Adda “chart” wenno mapa nga 
pakaisuratan'  ti masasao a 
“basic seven, ” pito a  clase dagi­
ti masapul a kanen iti inaldw. 
Dayton a “chart” nabingbingay 
’ 
Umona a grupo— Dagiti verde 
ken; amarillo a  natnateng. 
Mabalin a kanen dagiti da- 
 dduma nga saan a  masapul a 
lutoen—ensalada a cona. 
Maikadua a grupo—Bunbunga 
a kas manga, papayt, bay- 
 yabas, narangjita, manza- 
nas, sua; de lata a peaches, 
apricots, pina, ken dadduma 
pay. 
Maikatlo’, a  gr upo— Patatas, 
kamote, ken; naipamaga nga 
“beans” wenno. bukel nai­
lata ken naiyelo (frozen) a 
natnateng.
Maikapat a grupo—Gatas (de
 lata wenno fresco) napolvos 
a  gatas ken keso.
Maikalima a grupo— Karne, 
“bukbukel (dried -means) 
nuts, peanut-'butter. Dagi- 
tpry ti "proteins” a cona. 
manok, itlo'g, ikan, baboy, 
calding, naipamaga nga 
Maikanem a groupo—Bagas 
kayumangi, kayumangi a 
tinapay, “cereals’” wenno 
tay masasao nga “enriched 
flour. ”
Maikapio atgrupo—Mantekil­
la, manteka, margarine nga 
adda “Vitamin A ” a naina- 
yon-
Daitoy nainaganan a pito a 
grupo no malak-aman ti bagi iti 
inaldaw, ti nasayaat a salun-at 
isut’ maibales- Tapno matagina­
yon latta ti nakaradkad a panag- 
biag, surotem nga ikabil tunggal 
maysa kadagitoy a pito a  grupo 
iti tal-lo a pannangan iti inaldaw.
No casta  masapul nga adda na­
teng , bunga, karne (wenno ikan), 
mantekilla, gatas (o' keso), kayu-
 mangi a bagas, patatas, (wenno
kamote) a manraon iti bagi tung­
gal aldaw- Ket no talaga a masu- 
rot daytoy a “basic seven” awan 
met duaduamon nga di makalak- 
am ti “vitiamins” ken “minerals” 
a kasapulam- Saanmo a masapul ti 
gumatang ti “vitamin pills” ket 
ta cuarta a gasgastoem iti “pills” 
lgatangmo' la cotoan iti nateng, 
bungbunga ken ti nainaganan iti 
ngato nga pagbiag.
Ti panaglutoan, trabajo dayta 
nga “de arte” no kayat nga ti fa­
milia maayayuda a mangan. No 
nalulon ti pochero, saenmo nga 
itambak iti malokong wenno' iti 
bandejado. Umosem nga ikabil 
ti karne ken rekado iti nasayaat 
buya tapno ma-ay-ayo ti mata 
makakita. No met no natunorr 
wenno nafriton ti ikan wenno' 
karne umosem iti bandeja saka 
arkosan ti tamatis wenno per-riz 
(lemon) ken bassit a lechugas. 
No inet no guisado, ikabilmo ti 
-sida iti plato ti naumos a buya
paraigidan ti bassit a “par­
sley-” Ti pinakbet naimas a sida 
ngem no maikabil a maibuntcton 
iti malocong maik-kat ti ganas- 
mo nga. agsida. Ngtm no maur- 
nos ti tarong. ken paria sa maipa- ' 
rabaw wenno- mailikmot ti sag- 
fiawna naim-imas pay ramnna ta 
ti fnakit a  buya iti mata mainayon 
ti  raman iti sida. Padasenyo. nga 
urnosen ta  sidayo iti “de arte” a 
panangi kaibil iti rabaw iti lamesa- 
met adda bassit sabsabotag 
iff tenngana amangparamag ti 
komedor, saan a masapul a pil- 
piljttm dagita ubbfng mangan ti 
adu, ta ti buya ti sida ken lamesa- 
an maayayo ti ganada a mangan. 
Ni met nabaniogan a lumakay, no 
masirpatna ti pintas iti panganan, 
maabbukay met ganasna mangan 
ket alistoanna ti apan ag-buggo. 
tapno makasango a dagus. Tilcon- 
tento a familia ken ti panang qay- 
awda talutom makaagas m et t a 
adu a bannagmo a  makitienda 
ken nagluto . Mangted pay regtam 
nga mangpamuay babbaro a , luta 
ken mangarkos ta  komedormo-n 
Saan latng nga ti imas ta pot­
aje a" lutoem ti panunoteni no di 
pay met ti kitana a makay-ayo 
 Ti lugar iti panganan (komedor) 
isut’ logar a  nalawag, naragsak 
ken napiatas ti arkosaa ta  dagitoy 
ti mangnayon pannaka abbokay 
gan as a mangan.
Siasino ti mayat a mangan iti 
narugit a kosina wenno komedor, 
wenno guamit ti saan na jalus nga 
pingan, kuchara wetmti baso? 
Awan. Ngem nomaminsan, ga­
put sadot maysa nga agtagibalay, 
bay-bay-anna ti panang dalusna 
kadagitoy a  Kagamitan ket agpeli- 
gro tisa tinat ti familiana, kasta 
met ti pannaka pukaw ganasda a 
mangan-
Masansan nga ti 'dakes vicio iti 
kina sadot abut pamuayenrta a  
pag-dang-raan ti kamkameng 
iti familia. Saan laeng a maipan-- 
gep ti pannangan no di pay met 
ti saan a panangikaso ti pannaka 
lagda ti paka dunoran dagiti lib­
bing, ken uray pay dagiti nataen- 
gan. Usarentay koma ti horas nga 
lcaaddat panag waywaya (lei­
sure; time) ti panangaramid ti 
kasapulan ti balay ken ti familia.
J. B. Ogco
Proprietor
WAIPAHU TAILOR
EXPERT TAILORS
 
Waipahu, Oahu, T. H.
Making Quality Suits for Men and
Women 
PANTS —  SPORT COATS
J. B. Ogao will teach anyone who w ants to  learn
cut and sew in the evening, twice a week
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TUNGGAL RABII
Agtucar ti Orchidman and his Swing Orchestra 
pipintas a bailarinas ditoy baro ken napanayag a 
lugar. Dagiti orchestras nalatng da nga agtucar 
cadagiti magusgustoanyo a baro, a tucar.
Maawis cayo nga umay makisala cadagiti na-
ORCHIB BALLROOM
Aala Lane—N. Beretania St
Puna Titcomb surprised even
Pdo for the Shrine
SANDERS M EETS REYES IN  TH IR D  TEN-ROUND ACUSTA BEATS GO DA 
SC R A P; H EA TH  COMPANY PU TS ON EXTRAVAGANZA 
i point in the third round for
IN  AUDITORIUM  RIN G  holding and hitting in closequar-
 ters. He staggered Goda with
ten-round boxing extravaganza will be presented ton ight left hooks t0 the head i n the
by David R. Heath Company at the Civic Auditorium.  third and fourth sessions.
Philip Kim will fight Barao of Hayward California and Joey,   from a left hook earlier 
Lopes will tangle with Henry Davis while Eddie Reyes will trade in  th e  ro u nd.
blows with Bobby Sanders.  
The Kim-Barao  and the Lopes 
 Davis’ sraps could stand alone 
as the main attraction of any 
card.
Barao and Kim are expected to 
put on a smashing punching duel 
and many fans look for a knock­
out. The two welterweights are 
aggressive and explosive belters.
This plus the fact that they like 
to  move into their foe makes for 
slugging battle that should sat­
isfy the demands of the blood- 
thirstiest fan.
Barao said yesterday that he 
in great shape and ready for 
Kim. Furthermore, he is con­
fident of victory. H e is a pow­
erful hitter with, his left. So is 
Kim. Both also have good right 
hand punches.
Kim has been training dili­
gently for this fight and hopes to. 
take the measure of Barao.
Harry Fine, the manager of 
Barao and Lopes predicts that the 
Barao-Kim fight will not go the 
distance.
“When you have two fighters 
like Barao and Kim in the same 
ring, something will have to 
give, ” he said. Fine said Barao 
will win.
Lopes and Davis will engage 
a return bout. Dalvis holds a 
decision over Lopes. They first 
met a month ago and put on a 
slashing punching duel The de-. 
cision in favor Davis in that bout 
met with the disapproval of 
many- fans. Davis is determined 
to knockout Lopes tonight and 
display his superiority over the 
California junior lightweight 
However, he will be meeting a 
tough lad in Lopes who' combines 
boxing skill with toughness.
Lopes is sure he will win, al­
though in talking about the fight 
he merely says that he will do his 
best.
According to Jim Spagnola, 
manager of Davis, the Territorial 
featherweight champion is in 
great shape and will be punching 
and boxing in his customary 
manner,
Bobby Sanders and Eddie 
Reyes are outstanding contenders 
for the local bantamweight cham­
pionship. They too are looked for 
to put up a, rip-snorting battle.
Reyes has taken a new lease on 
life since his victory over Dado 
Marino. '
Antone Moniz will fight Lin­
ford chung at 136 pounds in a 
four-round bout
There will be one other preli­
minary battle. Puna Titcomb will
Pea- in 2 : 31 of the third 
La Pearl, 141 1/2 pounds, 
was down for nine counts in 
the second. Titcomb scaled 
152 1/2.
Linford Chung, 135 pounds 
chilled Eddie Kim, 138, after 
2 : 35 of the second stanza with 
a right to the button. Kim hit
LOOK BACK AT T H E SCHOOL YEAR
  With-CARL  MACHADO
Looking back at the school year in sports, local experts had their 
 
 T hey figured St. Louis would come through in football and 
 basketball. But Iolani proved them wrong in both instances, 
 in track swimming. and baseball the prognostication ran true,  
P u n ah o u  again dominated t rack;  McKinley through the efforts of 
  world’s champion Ford Konno emerged on top in Swimming and 
supporters with  Io lani with a veteran baseball team sparked by Douglas Matsuoka 
Harold La  had no trouble winning the diamond crown.
 
  
 
Giving a few pointers on polo to the sponsors of this- Friday-night’s first annual Shrine polo game at the 
stadium is Carl Beal, captain and defensive star of the Los Angeles club. Maui will meet the Californians 
in the feature game of the year. The Shriners above are: Robert K. Clarke, Dennis E. Lynch, Albert K. 
Makinney, James Rapp, Robert Edgar, Fred C. ’Barnett and Lester J. Van Nostrand. —Photo Hawaii photo.
M ARINO STOPS 
H ORIGUCH IN  
E IG H TH  ROUND 
TOKYO, — World flyweight 
champion Dado Marine of Ha­
waii scored an eight round tech­
nical knockout over Hiroshi Ho- 
riguchi, Japan’s top bantam­
weight boxer, tonight in their 
scheduled 10-round, non-title 
fight at Korakuen Stadium be­
fore a crowd of 25, 000.
Referee Isamu Ito stopped the 
fight at the end of the eight with 
Horiguchi bleeding from hte nose 
and mouth and from cuts over his 
eyes.
It was a good fight but Ma­
rino cuffed 'the less experienced 
H origuchi with lefts and rights 
from the opening bell. He 
literally made a punching bag 
out of the 23-year-old Japanese 
fighter, who refused to run
Marino, who weighed 117 1/2 
pounds, was able to  stave off Ho- 
riguchi’s atemps to pin him 
against the ropes with one-two 
punches to the head and body. 
Horiguchi weighed 117 pounds.
  After coasting in the-seventh,
fight Pete Rosado at 139 pounds, the only slow round of the fight,
SEKIYA BLANKS 
SHERIDAN, 8-0
Sekiya Kapahulu Delicatessen 
blanked Sheridan AC, 8 to 0, be­
hind, the two-hit pitching of H i­
roshi Yamane in the Smile AJĀ’ 
Softball league Sunday at Cart­
wright field.
"Sammy Nakamura with 4 for
4 and Iso Kashiwa with a homer 
and single paced Sekiya’s 15-hit
attack. 
Oto’s Service upset i 
Clothiers, 7 to 6, with Suyetoshi 
Monji driving in the clincher in  
the 8th inning. Ray Kurakake 
had a homer and triple for. the 
losers. Monji with two doubles 
and a single drove in four 1 
for the winners.
. the 34-year-old ' Marino opened 
up in the eighth. He rocked Ho
riguchi with  lefts and rights to 
the head. The Japanese fighter 
the referee halted the contest at 
began spitting blood and 
practically out on his feet when 
the bell.
T ED , TRAVIS ASSELIN IN 
RETURN MATCH
Ted Travis and Andre Asselin, 
who staged one of the most ruos- 
ing matches of the season at the 
Civic auditorium Sunday night, 
h ave . been 'rematched for a '  two 
out of three falls finish battle. 
Promoter Al Karasick said he 
putting on this challenge 
tch as the main event of his June 
17 card at the auditoruim. Asse­
lin challenged Travis to the return
 battle.
In  their clash Sunday night, 
Travis emerged the winner by 
gaining the -only fall in a 30-min­
ute time limit match. Travis used 
pile drivers, body slams and a 
press for the fall in 11min. 49 sec.
Asselin held the upper hand 
for the remainder o f the battle 
but was unable to flatten the 
r u g g e d  Hollywood grappler 
Travis took a terrific beating in 
the final 10 minutes but refused 
to give up.
Sunday night’s matches 
elimination affairs for the Hawaiian 
 championship Ring, magazine 
belt. Terry McGinnis took two 
straight falls over Bob Wagner '
main event, after losing the'
fall.
M INOR PLAY?
In competition most people consider minor,, the riflery title went 
to St. Louis; the golf diadem to Kaimuki and the tennis bunting 
to' Punahou.
The men who follow school sports had St. Louis ready and 
already wrapping up the ’50 football title in September. But the 
unforeseen happened. Coach Neil Blaisdell got sick just prior to 
the opening of the season.
Allen Nagata took over and did about as well as anyone could. 
But it seems the Iolani team was underrated and St. Louis finished 
second.
ST. LOUIS FAVORED;
Basketball was all St. Louis in Pre-season dope. The Crusaders 
had two good teams. And the way they . proceeded to run over 
opponents at the outset, seemed like the prediction would come true.
Howdver, Iolani’s five man team, after losing to the Crusaders the 
first time out, defeated them to throw the league into a. two way tie. 
Then the Red Raiders proceeded to' whip SLC for the title,
BIGGEST U PSE T
Iolani’s winning of the cage title was considered the biggest upset 
of the school year in sports.
Baseball season came around and the Raiders were generally
ac epted to take the title in a breeze, which they did.
However, despite their seasoned team, Iolani could not have won 
without Matsuoka, who was good enough to pitch in the Hawaii 
league last year.
Matsuoka won all 11 games for Iolani, and richly deserves the 
accolade as the outstanding performer of the 1950-51 school year.
GOOD ALL AROŪND
H e not only was a pitcher hut a good batter as well. The crack
tv, although wild at times, rendered opponent bats useless
roughout the season.
Matsuoka will mix in the Hawaii league with Bill Nishita, the 
former St. Ltfuis hurler who has been doing g rea t. work on the 
mound for the University of California. Lefty will hurl for Asahi 
Bill for the Braves.
Bill, George Fujishige and Ed Milano arrived Friday morning' 
and will perform with the Braves. George is captain of the Santa 
Rosa Junior College baseball team and Milano is teammate of 
Nishita’s at Cal.
ONE A DVANTAGE
Matsuoka will have one advantage. He has a better team behind 
him. The Asahi nine is the current league leader in the H BL while 
the Braves are tied for the fifth rung- in loop standings.
This contest is heralded as one of. the greatest of the season. It 
should develop into a mound duel which should rival the. great pit­
ching efforts put out by Eddie F unk of the A ’s and W alter Master- 
son of Sub Base Navy at the stadium in 1953.
MI SSED PERFECT GAME
In that memorable contest, Funk lost the game, 1-0, when.. Jim  
Gleeson hit a home run. That home run cost Funk a perfect nine 
inning game. No other man reached base on Funk while several 
A’s through hits, errors and hit batsmen were left on bases.
The game between Asahi (Matsuoka) and Braves (Nsihita) will 
commence at 3 in the afternoon at. the stadium. In  the first game of 
the dduble header the Rural Red Sox will meet the Hawaii nine.
The Braves-Asahi contest is a sort of home coming for Nishita. 
We expect a record crowd to greet him at the stadium.
Don’t  miss it. You’ll be seeing one of the best pitchers in college, 
baseball when Nishita fires ’em Sunday, and in Matsuoka, a great 
high school hurler.
f a n s  St a y  h o m e
. In baseball on the Pacific Coast League, bad weather has been 
blamed which puts TV  right into' the picture. Major league games 
are televised while PC games are going co which has kept fans at 
home.
And of course weather is the all-important factor in T V ’s rela­
tionship to sports. 'People certainly are not going ou t  of a  warm 
house when the weather is bad to watch a sports event, when they 
can sit in a “fireside chair” in front of a TV set and get just about' 
the same viewing results and from higher competition at that.
DON’T  MISS
IF YOU'RE M A IN L A N D  BOUND  
HERE'S   ADVICE THAT’S SOUND:
B R I N G
 
LISTEN TO BASEBALL O N KPOA
Open Thursday evenings until 9 
SCHUMAN CAR
Saturdays until 4: 00
Whether your trip is business and/or pleasure you’ll step up your, en­
joyment by stepping into  b e autiful  BUICK in San Fran­
cisco, New York or Detroit.
AT SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!
Come in and see us. W e ’ll be happy to arrange a ll details.
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IM M ED IA TE CEASE F IR E ' 
TALKS ASKED
-UNITED N ATIONS, N. Y. 
 — United Nations' Secretary- 
General Trygve Lie today urged  
immediate Korean cease  fire 
talks and the president of the 
general assembly made plans to 
try  to bring the warring nations 
together.
“I urge that negotiations 
a  military cease-fire now be 
tered into at the earliest possi­
ble date, ” the UN chief said in 
a  statement telephoned to the U N  
from Oslo, Norway.
A  short while later, assem­
bly President Nasrollah Enter 
zam of Iran said he hoped to 
contact Soviet Delegate Jacob 
M a^k tomorrow to discuss the 
Russian diplomat’s dramatic pro­
posal for a  “cease-fire and  a rm ­
istice” in  w hich bo th  sides 
w ould plill back from  the  38th 
p a ra lle l
— T he”
thus seized the initiative in seek­
ing to capitalize on the Russian 
peace statement.
The double action came on 
the eve of the war’s first anniversary 
as Red atacks in Korea
showed that Malik’s peace bid 
was not halting their war. ma­
chine — not yet, anyway.
S t a t e  department officials, 
who met with British and French 
diplomats during the day, said 
they needed more information 
from Malik before they could 
enter hard-rock cease-fire talks, 
it was obvious that E ntezam 
would‘seek to gain information
from  M alik  tha t m ig h t succeed 
in  ge tting  face-to-face ta lk s  un-
the military arrangements neces­
sary to stop the fighting and to 
ensure against its renewal. "
Calling for talks by the war­
ring nations as quickly as pos­
sible, he added:  
“If such a cease-fire can be 
attained, the political issues in­
volved in the restoration of peace 
and security in Korea can- then 
be appropriately discussed in the 
competent organs of the UN. ” 
Entezam who is in Washing­
ton, said he would take a train 
to New York tomorrow and get 
in touch with Malik as soon as 
he could. -
The polished Iranian said Ma­
lik’s proposal was "a good tiling” 
but that “the matter ‘cannot be 
dropped at this point”
“We have been waiting oa- 
tiently for an opportunity, ” he 
added. “This is an opportunity. 
We must do something about 
it. ” '
A  third high UN  official 
said: “Obviously, the next step 
is to contact Malik. ” He said 
such a step has been discussed 
among UN officials in New. 
York today, but that no definite 
plans had been made there .. He 
welcomed the initiative being 
taken by Entezam.
ORD INCREASES PRICES 
ON ALL TRUCK MODELS 
D ETROIT, — The Ford Mo­
tor Co. today announced a price
Q U A D S  B O R N  T O  N. J. 
M O T H E R : 1 D IE S . 3 W E L L
B A Y O N N E , N . J .  —  Q uad­
ruplets, th ree  girls and  one 
w ere born today to M rs. Irv ing  
increase averaging 3. 8 per cent 
K ronenberg , wife o f a general 
store  ow ner, a t B ayonne hospi­
ta l, bu t one of the  babies died a t 
birth .
T h e  m other and the other three 
infants— two g irls and  the  boy-
FAM ED 10TH BCT IN 
EPIC, BLOODY BATTLES 
The long arm of Philippine 
foreign policy was very much
babies are in incubators, 
for -all-truck models. A t the 
time, the price adjustments reflect 
a drop of one per cent for service 
parts and accessories.
The adjustments, which 
into effect at midnight, are per­
mitted under ceiling price regula­
tion 30, which allows manufac­
turers to adjust price in accord-
There on the bleak, coi 
lands of embattled Korea, the 
Philippine 10th Battalion Com­
bat Team (BCT) — part of the 
United Nations forces battling 
the communist invaders  
week -distinguished itself 
tion in the face of the Chinese 
spring offensive.
Press reports from the Korean 
battlefront were singing praises 
of the Filipino troops’ gallantry 
“unmatched in this war. "
Dugged in about four miles 
south of Munsan, the 10th under 
the command of Lt. Col. Dioni- 
sio Ojeda (since promoted tc 
Colonel) repelled the attack of a 
300, 000 man Chinese force driv­
ing towards Seoul, the Korean 
capital last week and unleashed 
a savage counterattack which 
flicted considerable casualties on 
the enemy and regained part of 
the ground previously lost by the 
retreating allies.
'Ke United Prēss  correspond- 
describing the gallant 
ion of the 10th said the Filipinos 
fought a “magnificent delaying 
action and repelled everything 
thrown against them. ”
Musan, the scene of the bloody 
battle, is about 22 miles from 
Seoul and commands one of the 
three strategic corridors leading 
the Korean capital.
P I Casualties. — First reports 
from the Korean threatre said 
the Filipino troops lost more than 
100 men including an entire pla- 
toon that perished defending a 
hill, although for every soldier 
lost, they killed six of the enemy. 
 
An official report received in 
Manila from Col. Dionisio Oje­
da revealed, however, a total of 
16 killed and 62 wounded with 
 missing.
Col. Ojeda’s report which was 
sent to Secretary of National 
Defense Ramon Magsaysay, said 
American generals praised the 
fighting qualities of the 10th 
whom they rated as “the best 
soldiers in the world, ”
Replacements. — Immediate­
ly upon receipt of th e , news of 
the heavy casualties sustained by 
the Filipino troops, President 
Quirino ordered replacements 
rushed to Korea.
According to Secretary Mag­
saysay, a total of 132 troop re­
placements have already, arrived 
Yokohama, Japan and are 
undergoing rigorous train­
ing before they are shipped to 
the Korean battlefront. Another 
group of 200 replacements com­
prising one company is expected 
to' leave sometime next week.
Prizes for Heroism. — Hero­
ism such as that displayed by 
the gallant Filipino troops in 
Korea, has its rewards. In an of­
ficial citation cabled by Secre­
tary Magsaysay to Col. Ojeda 
last week, the defense secretary
PI - JAPAN  
PARTNERSHIP?
America’s preparations for a. 
live nation defense pact in Asia 
s. one fair wonder if an ac- 
 peacetime partnership be­
tween the Philippines and Japan 
is potentially. 'in the making. 
That such a bilateral. partnership 
may evolve in the future, within 
or outside the context of the US- 
sponsored defense pact, looms as 
a probability. It certainly would 
square with the demands of geo­
politics and the harsh economic 
facts in Asia today. '
A  Philippine-Japan peacetime 
alliance for one thing could be a’ 
tremendous force in Asia. Its po­
tential as a factor in partially 
filling the economic vacuum in 
this sector of the globe is almost 
unlimited.
Let us scan the outlook.
In the. first place, the two 
countries have but too recently 
discovered new strategic kin­
ship: both occupy equally pivo­
tal positions in Asia, constituting 
as they do, (in the criterion of 
American policymakers) tw o  
vital links in democracy’s de­
fense chain in the Pacific.
In the second place, the eco­
nomies of the two potential allies 
singularly complement one an­
other. Japan possesses an enor­
mous fund of technical knowhow 
and an industrial. potential with­
out any equal in Asia; however, 
she is short on raw materials and 
foodstuffs.
On the other hand, the Phil­
ippines has plentiful supply of 
materials which Japan. needs 
such as iron ore, manganese, co­
conut oil, and lumber including 
foodstuffs like sugar; the coun­
try however is sorely in need of 
capital equipment and critical in­
dustrial materials i n c l u d i n g  
knowhow which Japan can sup-
ment’s great pride in the “proven 
valor and devotion to duty” of 
men of the 10th far beyond the 
normal call of duty. A t the same 
time, Secretary Magsaysay ex­
pressed the Philippine sorrow 
over the “glorious ' death” of 
those who perished in battle.
Day after, President Quirino, 
upon recommendation of Mag­
saysay signed the promotion of 
Lt.  Col. Ojeda to full colonel. 
Upon receiving the news of his 
promotion, Col. Ojeda, like a 
good soldier said the honor 
should be given  to the “valiant  
and courageous men of the 10th 
whose fighting spirit "and deter­
mination made my promotion 
possible. ”, .
A t the same time, th e  Presi­
dent announced his intention to 
sign the armed forces. gratuity 
bill which was passed by Con­
gress last week...
The bill provides for a  P3, 000 
gratuity' to soldiers killed in ac­
tion in the Philippines and 
P5, 000 to soldiers killed in ac­
tion overseas as well as disability 
pensions of from P30 to P100 
monthly depending on the ex­
tent of the disability.
ply.
Any way we look at the pic-
ture, the prospects for a Philip­
pine-Japan partnership appear 
dazzling. But will the Philip—  
pines be disposed to enter into 
such a compact with the former 
enemy country?
We believe the country would 
or would not, " depending Upon 
the dictates of national interests, 
depending further on whether; 
public opinion here  would favor 
committing the Republic into 
such a partnership as a practical: 
move compatible with national 
interest and survival or reject 
the idea as either premature or 
even downright preposterous.
W A TERFRONT NEW S
Waterfront talks continued 
Friday afternoon with both em­
ployers and the IL W U  attempt­
ing to work out the status of the 
present agreement so that local   
stevedores may receive the wage 
increases approved by the Wage 
Stabilization Board yesterday, 
and pension talks. can continue.
A joint application by the em­
ployers and the union was made 
to the Board requesting approval 
of the agreement reached Feb­
ruary 6 which extends the long-: 
shore contracts until at least June 
15, 1952.
The agreement also calls for 
a 10 cent per hour wage increase, 
effective February 1, and an ad­
ditional 5 cents On July 1 if there 
had been no prior agreement on a 
pension plan for longshoremen. 
I t further provided for an ad­
ditional five cents per hour Jan­
uary 1; 1952 if no pension plan 
had been installed during that 
period.
Under the terms of the ap­
proved agreement, the basic hour­
ly rate for local longshoremen is 
now $1. 71. On July 1, the addi­
tion of the second automatic in­
crease will raise the rate to $1. 76 
per hour. The final five cents in 
January 1952 would bring the 
rate to $1. 81.
ment had. been disapproved by the  
eduled for January 1 if no pen­
sion agreement is reached'.
Board, but that the Board had 
offer any pension plan that might 
be agreed upon and the remaining 
five cent increase which was sch-
; rely “retained jurisdiction”
They pointed out that the 
Board has no fixed policy da 
pension plans as yet, so. that it 
cannot act until such a policy is 
established and until an agreed- 
upon pension plan has been sub­
mitted.
“We feel-that the Board’s ap­
proval of 15 cents in wages and 
the retention of further action on 
the blance of the agreement is a  
workable solution, ” a spokesman 
said, “an d we are anxious. to pro­
ceed as rapidly as possible in 
reaching agreement w ith. the un­
ion on a  pension plan. ”
Talks will continue tomorrow 
at 10: 00 A . M. at the Hawaii Em­
ployers Council.
a
Half-Fare Family
HOW FAMILY 
 TRAVEL  
PLAN WORKS
Head of the family pays full 
fare; wife or husband and 
all children 12 thru 21 years 
— pay only HALF-FAR E. 
Children 2 years to 12 years 
pay half-fare as usual. Chil­
dren under two year 
free at -all—times. Family 
Rates in effect on Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thurs­
days.
T h in k  o f  y o u r  f a m i l y ..  
a n d  F L Y  H A W A I I A N
HAWAIIAN AIRLINES
Hawaii’s Oldest and Most Experienced Airline
